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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General Introduction 
Let {A„) and be the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the differ­
ential equation 
- y "  +  q { - v ) y  =  X y  ( l . i )  
with the l)ouudary conditions 
y ' i O )  -  MO) = 0 = y'(l) + H i j i l ) .  (1.2) 
If /? = oo then we interpret the the boundary condition at .r = 0 as î/(0) = 0. 
Similarly, i{ H — oo then the boundary condition at x = 1 is ?y( 1 ) = 0. The inverse 
S t u r n i - L i o u v i l l e  p r o l j l e m  c o n s i s t s  o f  t h e  r e c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  t h e  p o t e n t i a l  f u n c t i o n  < i { x )  
from the knowledge of and another piece of data which can take different 
forms. In general the data available for the reconstruction of the potential q { x )  is 
called spectral data. In the following we state the widely used forms of spectral 
data. 
( a )  
Let f)„ = < 
tor h = ex. 
One form of spectral data consists of two sequences and Here, 
we note that is called a norming constant. Spectral data which consists of two 
sequences {A,,and is called spectral function data. 
(b) Let 1;e the eigenvalue sequence of (1.1) with respect to the boundary 
condition: 
i/'(0) - h y ( 0 )  = 0 = .(/'(I) + H y ( l ) ( H ^ H )  (1.3) 
2 
So the two seqxieiices anil gives another form of spectral data. 
This form of spectral data is called two spectrum data. 
(c) In addition to the eigenvalue sequence if we know a p r i o r i  the func­
tion q(x) for ;r € 1] then we called this case as partially known case. 
(d) If we know a priori that q { x )  is symmetric about ;i' = i.e q ( l  —  x )  =  q ( x ) ,  
and the eigenvalue sequence corresponds to the differential equation (1.1) 
with respect to the boundary condition (1.2) with h = H then we called this the 
symmetric case. 
( e) Another kind of spectral data is called end-point data. In this case, in addition 
to the secpience of eigenvalues (A,,)^, we know another sequence given 
l)y: 
/ 
hJ^"! 1!, for h  e  R ,  H  =  0 0  
1 r , „ K„ = hi. , for />. = 00, jy = 00 
19;,(0)1 
One can classify the work in inverse spectral problems into three important cate­
g o r i e s .  T h e s e  c a t e g o r i e s  a r e  t h e  w o r k  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  t h e  p o t e n t i a l  q ( x ) .  
the work related to the uniqueness of the potential q(x) and finally the work re­
lated to the actual reconstruction procedures. Recent work in this area is mainly 
concentrated in the third category mentioned above. 
In the first part of the introduction, we discuss the existence and the unicpieness 
results. We begin this by stating the first result in the literatiue, which was stated 
l)y Ambarzumian [1]. 
Ambarzumian proved the following theorem : Let {A„ ] 1 denote the eigenvalues 
of the operator (1.1)-(1.3) where h = H = 0, and q(x) is assumed to be a continuous 
function on the interval [0,1]. If A„ = for v = 0,1,2.... then q(x) = 0. Even 
though this result is correct the proof given by Ambarzumian is not correct. Later 
3 
•several authors have proved this result. In [15] Levi tan and Gasymov gave a proof 
using an extremal property of the first eigenvalue. 
A very important step forward was taken Ijy Borg [3] in 1946 . Among other 
things he has proved that the i^otential q{ x ) can be unitiuely determined from the 
spectral data consisting of two spectrum data as described in (b). His main result, 
can be formulated as follows : 
Let and be two sequences of eigenvalues as in the case (b). 
Then q { x )  E C'[0,1] is unicjuely determined from the eigenvalues and 
In this paper Borg showed that, in general, one spectrum does not deter­
mine the unknown function q(x). One can easily see his claim. Consider the eigen­
value  sequence  of  (1 .1)  with  respec t  to  the  I joundary  condi t ion  y (0)  =  0  =  1 / (1) .  
(i.e. when h = H = oo in (1.2)). The eigenvalue sequence corresponding to this 
boundary condition is called Dirichlet eigenvalues. Let q*{x) = ç(l — ;i'). Now 
it is clear that the two functions q(x) and q*(x) have the same Dirichlet eigenval­
ues. Therefore, one cannot reconstruct the potential function uniquely from only 
one se([uence of eigenvalues. Hence, the result by Ambarzumian [1] which require 
only one spectrum is merely an extremal property of the first eigenvalue. In this 
p a p e r  B o r g  a l s o  s h o w e d  t h a t  i f  q { x )  i s  s y m m e t r i c  a b o u t  ; i '  =  | ,  i . e . ,  q ( x )  =  q ( l  —  x )  
then the spectrum of (1.1) corresponding to the end conditions given by 
/? = iî = 0 or the eigenvalues corresponding to the end conditions given 
by J i  =  H  —  O Q  determines q ( x )  uniquely. 
In [14] Levinson, proved that only one eigenvalue sequence is re<iuired to deter­
mine an evrn potential q(x) for x 6 [0.1] in the cnse of symmetric spectral data 
described in case (d). 
In 1951 Gel'fand and Levi tan [5], made a very significant contribution to this 
area by presenting a technique for the reconstruction of q(x) g 
from the spectral function data described in case (a). In addition to this, they 
have also proved a necessary and sufficient condition for the two sequences {A„ 
and to be the sequences of eigenvalues and norniing constants of a Sturni-
Liouville problem (1.1) and (1.2). We state their result in the following: 
(1) For q  € C'[0,1] if and represent the spectral function data, 
for (1.1) and (1.2) then A„ and p „  hold the following asymptotic formulae: 
\/A^ ~ r?.7r + 0( - ) 
u  
P n  ^  ^  
(2) If 
and 
\/Â„ ~ TITT + — -1- + 0( -^ ) 
where o i . b i . h i  are constants, then there exists a q { x )  € C'^[0.1] which solves the 
inverse Sturm-Liouville problem with spectral function data {A,,}^^, and 
In his paper Zhikov [27], has extended the necessary and sufficient condition 
described above l)y Gel'fand and Levitan, to the case when q(.v) is a derivative of a 
function F(x) which is of bounded variation. 
In 1051 Kreiu also published two papers [11],[12], where he has described a 
method to reconstruct the potential q(x) from the two sequences of eigenvalues 
{A,i}^^i and descriljed in case (b). In his paper [IS] Marchenko has 
extended the Gel'fand and Levitan result, by showing that for q  G £'(0,1) the 
two eigenvalue sequences {A„}5^j and {A„ described in (b), determine the 
potential q(x), h, H and H uniquely. 
Now we describe the results relating to the other versions of spectral data. In 
197G Hochstadt and Lieberman [10], proved the following result: 
Let (A„}J5^, be the spectrum of (1.1) subject to (1.2) whenever q  € £'(0,1). 
Consider the second equation : 
(1.4) subject to (1.2) is also then q [ x )  =  q [ x )  almost everywhere in 
(0,1). In other words, only a single spectrum is required to determine the function 
q[x) for :v G [0, |], provided that the function q(x) is known for .r G 1]. In 
case of synnnetric data it is only required to reconstruct the potential q(x) for 
X € [0. |]. Therefore, Levinson's result is similar to the above described Hochstadt 
and Lieljernian result. 
Issacsou. Mckean and Trubowitz have studied the inverse Sturm-Liouville prob­
lem with the end point data descriljed in (e). They have proved that one can 
luiiquely determined the potential q(x) from the two sequence and 
Some of their work was published as a book by Poschel and Trul)owitz 
In 19SG McLaughlin [20], has written a review article on inverse spectral probli-ms 
and in this i)aper she has discussed the results included in Zhikov [27]. Two other 
general references for this subject are the l)ooks l)y Levitan [IG] and Gladwell [G]. 
At this pcjint we change the direction of our discussion to the existing reconstruc­
tion methods. In their paper [4], Gel'fand and Levitan jjroved the following result. 
If the function 
has a continuous fourth derivative then there exists a kernel K { x , f ) ,  which is in­
dependent of A, such that the 7jth eigenfunction (j){x,X„) of the 1)oundary va hie 
problem for h. H GR can be written as 
-y" + Î y = ^ y (1.4) 
where q  £ L'(O.l) and q ( x )  =  q { x )  a.e for ;r Ç (^ ,1) . If the spectnun of 
[23]. 
They have also established the relation between the potential q { . v )  and the Gel'fand 
and Levi tan kernel K{x.t) of the integral equation, as 
l d K { i \ : v )  
Hence in order to reconstruct the potential q ( x )  we need to compute A'(;r..r). 
Gel'fand and Levitan have shown that for fixed x the kernel K(x,t) solves the 
following second kind Fredliohn integral equation: 
+  /  f ( y , t )  K ( x J )  ( I t  +  K ( x , y )  = 0. 
Here the function f ( x , y )  can be obtain from the spectral data as 
" 0x0,1 • 
where 
^ ^ 1 sin\/X„;v sins/X„i/ 1 sin V T T X  sin htti/ 
1; 2 ' 
1 sin \/Â() ;i- sin 
+ r n j  
!>[) /\u 
In addition to a method for the reconstruction of q { x ] ,  this also provides a way to 
r e c o n s t r u c t  t h e  b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  h  a n d  H  ,  
h = A-(0,0)andir = 
hi order to solve the integral ecptation for K ( x . t ) ,  we need to compute f ( x , ! j ) .  
It is clear from the formula for f(x.ij) that /(x.ij) is a difference of two divergent 
series. Therefore, the accurate cominitation of f(x.y) is an extremely difficult task. 
So. this limits the accuracy of the computed q(x). Another disadvantage of this 
m e t h o d  i s  t h e  f o l l o w i n g .  I n  g e n e r a l  o n e  n e e d s  t o  f i n d  t h e  v a l u e s  o f  t h e  f u n c t i o n  q  
at the points .rt = k = 0, 1...,JY. In order to find these values, we have to 
I 
solve the iiitegrnl equation for K ( x , t ) ,  N  different times. Each time we need to 
solve a. linear system of order k, and this requires 0{k^) operations. Therefore, the 
complete process requires 0{N'^) operations. Hence, this computational procedure 
is an expensive one. Other than these disadvantages, Gerfaiid and Levi tan have 
provided the first elementary method to solve the inverse spectral problem with 
spectral function data. 
Hald has presented two algorithms [7] [8] to solve the inverse Sturni-Liouville 
prol)lems. His algorithm in [7], based on the classical Rayleigh-Ritz method, was 
specialized for the reconstruction of the symmetric potential q(x) from its Dirichlet 
spectrum. In the development of this algorithm, he expanded the potential function 
and the eigenfunctions as Fourier series and reduced the prol)lem into a finite di­
mensional inverse eigenvalue problem l)y truncating these Fourier representations. 
He proved that the solution of the finite dimensional problem converges to the so­
lution of the continuous problem, provided that the potential is sufficiently small in 
iKjrm. The algorithm in [8] was based on a revised version of Hochstadt's [S] idea of 
reducing the problem to a system of nonlinear ordinary differential ecpiations. He 
proved that the algorithm always provides a solution of the inverse problem for the 
case of sufficiently small symmetric potentials, and illustrates his method by some 
numerical examples. 
In 1988 Sacks [25], contributed a time domain technique to reconstruct the un­
known potential q{.v) from its Dirichlet spectral data. His key idea is to transform 
the fre(|uency domain problem into a time domain problem Ijy defining a map : 
F  : 1^(0,1) ^ £-(0.2) 
given l)y 
F { q ) { f )  = W r t ( O J )  
where t r ( x j )  solves the Goursat proljlem: 
n u t  -  f ' j M '  +  q ( - r ) w  =  q ( x ) ,  0  <  x  <  t  <  2  -  v  (1.9a) 
s 
w ( O . t )  = 0, 0 < t < 2 (1.91)) 
w(tj) = 0, 0 < / < 1 (1.9c) 
and investigating the equation 
F { q )  =  ( J  (1.10) 
where 
1 (j{t) -  -b'[t) -  —= 
.7^  vA„/j„ 
(1.11) 
He also showed that the function q { x )  which solves the inverse spectral problem in 
tiun solves the equation (1.10). In this jjaper Sacks proved that, if q € 1^(0,1) 
nnd ||7||l^(o,i) < > then the Quasi-Newton iterates: 
l)ound for \ q ( - v ) \  in terms of spectral function data. Hence, M  can he ol)taiued 
using spectral data. In practice this numerical scheme converges very fast to the 
solution q . In this paper he has also presented an algorithm leased on the method of 
his idea is very useful in solving inverse spectral prol)lems. 
In their recent work. Rundell and Sacks [24], have develoj^ed two nvunerical 
schemes to reconstruct the potential function q(:r) for the inverse Sturm-Liouville 
l)roblenis with spectral data in the cases (a)-(e) described at the begimiing of the 
chapter. In order to illustrate these methods they have considered the inverse 
= 0 
( h + i i - i ' )  =  < l n { ' V )  +  2 ( j { 2 x )  -  2  F ( q „ ) { 2 : v )  
and 
V" + l - I if ± q n + i { . v )  >  M  
converges to q in Z"(0.1). McLaughlin [20], showed a way to compute an upper 
characteristics to solve the forward problem given by 1.9 (a-c). As we understand. 
9 
Stiinu-Liouvillo problem with two spectrum data which corresponds to the bomid-
ary condition h — oo. In the following we describe one of their algorithms. From 
the Gel'fand and Levi tan paper [5], if satisfies 
(ji" + (A — (/(;l'))çi = 0 
^(0,A) = 0, <^'(0,A) = 1 
then 
where the function K ( x , t )  is defined on the triangle 0 < |f| < x  <  1 and it is 
ind(>pendent of A. Moreover K(:v,t) satisfies the following Goursat prol)lem: 
"I" — 0 
K ( x , ± x ]  =  /  q { y ) d i j .  
- Jy=0 
They have described a method to compute A'(l,f) and A'j(l,f) for t  € [—1,1], 
using the spectral data . They showed that the solution q(x) of the inverse spectral 
problem satisfies the integral equation 
q { x )  =  G ( x )  -  2  /  q { y ) K ( y , 2 x  -  y )  d y  
Jij=x 
where 
G'(a-) = 2[A-,(1,2#-1) + AV(l,2f-l)]. 
They have developed an iterative method to solve this integral ecpmtion anil proved 
that this method converges to the solution of the inverse Sturm-Liouville prol)lem. 
In this paper they have also developed a second method to solve inverse Sturm-
Liouville problems. The solution methods in this thesis is based on a idea similar 
to their second method and it will be discussed in the third chapter of the thesis. 
10 
Recently Lowe. Pilant and Rundell [17] investigated the question of obtaining 
approximations to q(:r) from a finite niunber of eigenvalues. Their solution method 
is based on the following idea: 
For a given q { x )  and eigenvalue sequence one can determine the eigenfunctions 
completely using left endpoint data. This leaves the boundary conditions imposed at 
the right end point as an additional information. Therefore, when q(:v) is unknown 
one can use this additional information to reconstruct the potential </(.r). They 
show(xl that their algorithm is always well defined and the associated iteration 
scheme converges for sufficiently small potentials. One of the advantages of this 
method is that it d(jes not require the estimation of the mean of q. In this algorithm 
it is re<iuire to compute the Frechet derivative and tliis requires one to solve 
(where N is the number of points at which q(x) is determined) Sturni-Liouville 
eigenvalue problems, and numerically this is an expensive proposition. 
We will next state some existing well-posedness results in this area. The first 
result of this type seems to be invented by Borg. In his paper [-3], Borg proved that 
if the potentials are symmetric then 
provided that the right hand side of this expression is small enough. 
Under the assumption that the symmetric potentials have small norms, Bar-
cilon [2] gave a well-posedness result similar to that of Borg. 
Hochstadt [9] and Hald [S] had given L'^ result which can be stated as follows; 
provided that q { x )  is sufficiently small. 
McLaughlin and Handelman [19] studied the problem of determining the effect 
o n  t h e  p o t e n t i a l  q { x )  a n d  t h e  b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  h . H  1 ) y  a l t e r i n g  t h e  f i r s t  v  
ii'j-'iiu < A'C'.'i.wii.Hi.) - '\i' 
j=i 
11 
eigciivalties and norining constants. In this paper they have dev eloped a Gcl'faiid 
and Levi tan type algorithm to find the eigenfunctions of the perturbed i^roblem and 
they explicitly expressed the new i^otential in terms of the old potential and the 
eigenfunctions. 
In 1088. Mclatighlin [22], proved a similar result for the general sturm-Liouville 
problem which gi^^es an upper bound for the norm of the difference of the po­
tentials in terms of eigenvalues and its nornxing constants as follows: 
Let (/I and q o  be contained in a bounded set in X^(0,1), so that /jj' q i  d t  =  
0 = Jfl (J{) df . Let the associated spectral data be { A}, }^i and 
)~=,.Theu 
II  5 - Î0 II < A'lK A' X /j' ) - ( A" X f>" ) II. whenever ||( A' x ) - ( A" x p" ) || 
is small enough. 
1.2 The Statement of the Problems 
In this thesis we will study the following new inverse problems. 
Let be the complete eigenvalue sequence of the regular Sturm-Liouville 
proljlem (1.1 -2) with h = oo and H Ç.M.. Let {|.lj}'jL^^ be the complete eigenvalue 
s e q u e n c e  o f  t h e  r e g u l a r  S t u r m - L i o u v i l l e  p r o b l e m  ( 1 . 1 - 2 )  w i t h  / » ,  H  € R  a n d  { ^ ,  
denotes the complete eigenvalue sequence of the regular Sturm-Liouville i)rol)lem 
with h = H = oo. 
(1) We assume that the i)otentiaI function q  E L^(0,1) and q  is anti-synnnetric 
about the mid-point ,v = Now the question is, can we reconstruct q from the 
sequence or ? 
(2) We assume that the potential function q  Ç .  Z'(0,1) and also that q  is sym­
m e t r i c  a b o u t  t h e  m i d - p o i n t  x  =  W e  i n v e s t i g a t e  t h e  q u e s t i o n  o f  r e c o n s t r u c t i n g  q  
f r o m  i t s  e i g e n v a l u e  s e q u e n c e  { f i o r { / > ' j } ^ i .  
Here we note that only the case /» = ff is discussed by Levinson [14], and problem 
(2) is a generalization of his result. 
12 
(3) Given, either a complete eigenvalue sequence 
on which subsets of the unit interval (0,1) does one needs to specify q ( x ) .  in order 
to determine q uniquely on (0,1) ? 
(4) Let {A„}^u be the eigenvalues of the differential equation 
- y" + <I y = Ay 
corresixjnding to the boundary conditions 
f/'(0) - h y ( 0 )  = i / i l )  + H  y { l )  
and let l)e the eigenvalues of the same differential equation subjected to 
the boimdary conditions 
!/'(0) - h  !/(0) = i/'(l) + H  y { l )  
where 
h ^ h and H ^ H. 
Now the ({uestion is can we reconstruct q  from the spectral data find 
{Àii} 
Here we note that Dorg [3] and others considered the prol)lem with J )  = h .  So. 
this is a more general problem. 
hi this thesis we will ol)tain some uniqueness results for these problems and also 
we will present constructive algorithms using time domain methods. 
13 
CHAPTER 2 
REGULARITY PROPERTIES OF THE MAPS 
2.1 An Energy Estimate 
As we described in the last chapter, our goal in this thesis is to study some 
inverse spectral iirobleins. In the next chapter we will discuss a solution method 
to these prol)lems in the time domain. Solving these inverse problems is equivalent 
to finding an unknown function q in the non-linear equation F{q) = </, where 
F{q) is given by a certain combination of the Ijoundary values of the solution of 
a Goursat proljlem and its derivative . In order to study this non-linear equation 
via linearization, we need to know the differentiability of the map F, which is the 
ol)jective of this chapter. 
We study the properties of the mapping F, which maps the coefficient q  <.)f the 
linear hyi)erl)olic characteristic 1)oundary value prolilem 
an - + qn = 0.0 < |/| < .r < 1 
» ( ; r , ± ; i - )  =  h  +  ] -  f  q ( i j )  d y ^ O  <  i v  <  1  
- ./i» = 0 
(2.1b) 
(2.1a) 
or 
I I I I  —  U x i -  +  q u  — 0,0 < 1^1 < 1 (2.1c) 
to the boundary value of (/.I.(;r,f) + H  t i ( x j )  o r  U j ; t ( . v J )  4- H u i ( x J )  
(2.1d) 
F  :  q —> i/j.(l,f) 4- H  u ( l J )  ( o v  U i - t ( l J )  +  H u i ( l J ) ) .  
From well-known results about characteristic boundary value problems, see e.g. 
Courant and Hilliert [4] chapter 5, we know that the problem (2.1) is well-posed for 
smooth q . Therefore, F is defined as a map : C"^[0,1] —C"^[—1,1]. We start 
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(jur study of the map F when q G C"^[0,1] and extend this study to the case when 
q G £^(0,1). Our main tool here is an energy estimate, therefore we first oljtain 
such an estimate for the following generic problem. 
W N  - L O I - R  + Q ^ W  = H I W  + /î2Çi» + H 5 V { X ) P ( X )  0 < |/| < X  <  1 
i('(.r,i:;r) = (/j.j ± /?,,) f q ^ d y  0 < .r < 1 (2.2b) 
In this cluvpter D  represents the set | 0 < |/| < x  <  1}. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppoi^e qi^q-z G C"^[0.1],» G C^iD) and /m, /)2, /(.j. /(.i. hr, G R. 
IVe also suppose that v, p G i^(0,1) aucl |p| < C'o||^yi ||l2(o,i) for some constmit Co. 
Then the sohitioii w of (2.2) satisGes the L'^ esthnate 
ll«i|L~(D) < C 1|«/I1|L2(0,1) (2.3) 
where C is exponential/polynomial hi \\qi | | l2 ( o. 1 ) .  | | ( / 2 | | L 2 ( O . 1 ) ,  | | " I U - ( D ) .  L L ' I U ^ C O . I ) .  
|/izK |/'3|, |/'., | and j/îs]. 
Proof. Let 7? ])e the characteristic rectangle bounded by the four characteristic lines 
X — f = Q. X + t — 0, ;v — / = xi — il and x + i = xi +t\. An application of 
Green's theorem, to the equation (2.2a),over R, yields 
^ Wi(hv + u\,.(H = IJ{(lii-~q))io + h-iqiu + hr,vp}dx(H. 
R ' R 
Using (2.21)) we rewrite this as 
£1+11 
f i )  =  ( A . I  - h-i) / q\{y)dy+ (li.[ + h - . i )  /  q ) ( l j ) d i j  
JO VU 
+ — J J { ( / » !  —  ( / 2  ) " ' + «  -h hr,op }d.rdt .  
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Therefore 
1 - ' I ,£1±LL 
)| < (|/).)| + \Iu\){ f \(ii(y)Wy+ f \(n{ij)\dy) 
J t )  J o  
+ ^  - Î2l|«'l + |/'2|l</ll|«| + (2.4) 
Rewriting the area-integral over i?. as 
rr=ri f i — x r i l > 2 ( i ' )  
/ / (|/'1 - Î2||«'l + l/Jalkiillt'l + l/j5llt'|lpl)(//r';r 
Jx=0 J t=tj)iix') 
where |0,(;r)| < 1 for i .  =  1,2, and defining, o(;i-) = snj) |ir(;r,/)| the inequality 
/€(—J'.r) 
2.4 can be written as, 
)| < (|/'2|||"||l~(L>) + 2(|/j3| + \ I i 4 \ )  + |/Î5|C'U||''||l2(O,I))||(/IlU^ 
+ / i/'i - q 2 \ n { i v ) < l x  . 
Ju 
Notice that the right hand side of the above inequality is independent of f \ . There­
fore we get 
<(|^'2|||»1|L>^(D) + 2(l/i:$j-{-1/)4|)-(-l/)5lCol|r||/,2(u.i))l|<iillL2(o.i) 
+ / |/h -
J i )  
An application of Gronwall's inequality yields, 
«(;ri) < C'||(/i||L2(uj) 
where 
— (K'2|||"|U~(D) + 2(|/j;j| + |/u|) + |/'.';K'u||i'||z,2(i).i)) 
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Heuce we get. the desired result. 
||w||z,^(D) < C'lkyi||L2(0,l) 
Our next lemma will establish an estimate of We oljtain this bj' 
estimating the energy E^ix) of the equation (2.2). We define the energy E„,{iv) l)y 
E w i - r )  = - / (lol + to^)(x,t)dt.. 
— J f= — x 
In order to obtain the energy form defined above, we integrate the divergence form 
of the equation over the trapezoidal region S. Here, the region S is defined by 
5 = {(x,t) : ;ro < ;r < ;fi.—;i' <f< ;i-}. 
Lemma 2.2. Under the assumptions made in lemma 2.1. 
Eu,(x) < ^"2||(/i 11/^2(0.1) (2.5) 
where €'2 is exponential/polynomial in |l</ I  HL^CO.DI  | |< /2 | |L2(o. I )- | |"IU^(D)< 
ll'iU^fo.i), \hl |/!.j| and |/!5|. 
Proof. We multiply the equation (2.2a) by zcj-, in order to obtain its divergence 
form. So 
I , ( ICj. + K'f ) , . , . / 
-77("''»'.. ) - ^  ^+h2qiUWr + hr,vpw^. - q-^wwj. . ( I t  d x  2 
Using the divergence theorem over S we get 
E,f(xo) ~ Ei,,{xi) + — f (liA — 4- — /  (/)4 + /)i)^f/j(!/)f/.(/ 
- J i n  "  J  ^ ' a  
=  [  f  ( h i w  +  h 2 < J \ i i  +  l f r , r p  —  q 2 t r ) W r d t ( l x .  
J jl=:XO J l = — -r 
So, 
E , r ( - i ' [ ) )  — E „ , ( x \ ) - { -  ( I i ' f  +  h ' l )  j  < l \ [ \ ) ) d y  =  
J  T o  
/.J—J'i /.a-
/ / (hiU'Wx- +/?2</l"»'r + / j 5)(/f(/.r . 
Jr=â'o J^= — â^ 
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Setting a'o = 0, ;ri = ;r, rearranging the equation, using Cauchy's inequality and 
finally using the bound on to given in lemma 1, we get 
< C ||(/i |||2((j 1) + / E u , ( x ) d x ,  
J j;=0 
whereC = /,K/'K4|/,irCT+4|/r,ni»||^_,^^+4|/,5n|i4IL(o,^)+4||(y,||-^ 
Here C\ is the constant associated with lemma 2.1. By an application of Gronwall's 
ine(iuality, we get 
where C'2 = C'(l + ). In particular, 
J^y,{ht)dt <C'2||î,| |i.,o.j,. (2.0) 
Therefore we get the desired estimate. • 
2.2 Existence of a Weak Solution to the Goursat Problem 
Next, we establish the existence of a weak solution to the equation (2.1) , for 
q € 1^(0,1). 
Theorem 2.1. ( a ) .  F o r  q  €  L^(0.1) the solution u(x,t) of the equation 2.1 (a-h) 
e x i s t s .  M o r e o v e r .  u ( . i \ t )  G  H ^ ( D ) .  
( h ) .  F o r  q  € £^(0,1). the sohition of 2.1(c-d) exists. ]\Ioreover. 
i i ( . r j )  G  H ^ ( D ) .  
Proof, (a). Since C"^[0,1] is dense in L^(0,1) we have a .sequence {q„}'î^=i € 
C ' ° ^ [ 0 . 1 ]  s u c h  t h a t  q „  — >  q  i n  1 ^ ( 0 , 1 ) .  F o r  e v e r y  g „ ,  t h e  u n i q u e  s o l u t i o n  i i „ { x j )  
of (2.1) exists. Moreover this solution is C"^(D).Let 
1 
=  u „ ( x . t ) - h  -  /  q y A u V h j  +  /  q n { \ j ) d \ j ) -  (2.7) 
Then w„(x.t) satisfies the equations 
1 
=-/'(/,.(•«•) - r(/,,(a-)( / + / }q,>(u)(hj 
— V i/=u J y=^) 
»'„(;?•, ±;r) = 0 . 
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If € C^(D), then the weak form of the above partial differential et^nation is 
/  /  -  q „ w „ ( j ) ] d f d x  =  
V J =1) J f= —r 
1 
f x i i A ' i ' )  +  - ( / » , ( ; ! • ) (  /  q n ( y ) d y  + / q„ { i j ) d t j ) < j ) { , r J ) d i d x .  
" J j/=0 J ij=0 
f t  r x  
J r = i )  J  t =  —  r  
Next, we claim that ||u'„||/,co(£)) < C||g, , | | ^2.In order to obtain this estimate we nse 
lemma 2.1 with hi = —h, /?2 = ha = 0, /t4 = 0, hrj = 0, p(x) = 0, 
i'( r) = 0, </i = ç„, (/2 = (/„ and it = q , x { l j ) d l j  +  q u { l j ) d ] j .  It is clear 
that |li'||/,.->:(D) < 2||</„||£,2((,,i). Therefore, by (2.3), 
where C = 1|(/„|1l2(o,1) (1 + f 
By applj'ing leimna 2.2 with the same parameters, we ol)tain that 
Eu>„(-^') — III2 , 
II'"'1/2 
where C2 = ( h '  + 2(|(/„|||^2 )(1 + 2 '). Using the above two estimates, 
we get 
2 
9 
Since q„ —»• q in £^(0,1), we have ( ||(/||L2 + 1) as an upper bound for ||</(i||l2 , for 
n > iY. Hence. 
| | « ' i f | |HMD) <  C ( q } .  
By wenk compactness of iî'(D). there exists a sul)se<pience {"'m.} which converges 
weakly to (c in H^(D). Moreover, it can Ije shown that 
.  / '  r  1  I  I /  / / q „ ( y ) d ! j +  - q { x )  /  q { u ) d ! j }  0 ( x j )  d x d t \  
J j - = : { ) J t =  —  r  —  J  V = i )  J  I J = 0  
<(lk/"l|L2 + \\<I\ \L^-)  HN -  QWI^ max { x \ l ) Q D  
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and 
» 1  r x  [ '  r  1  1 /-^ I /  / / q n ( y ) d y  +  ^ q ( x )  /  q ( y ) d y ) ( l ) ( x j )  c h r d i ]  
Jj- = 0>/f=—r J y=0 — J y=0 
<(lk.illL2 + H'ilUOlk" - max I0(;r,f)|. { r , t ) e D  
Since q „  converges to q ,  the right hand side of the inequality approaches 0. As a 
consequence, the left hand side also converges to 0. Hence 
/ / — Wr(l>x — qw<l>)dtdx = 
Jj-=0 Jt=—.v 
/•I /"•'• 1 
/  /  /  q ( y ) d y  +  /  q { y ) d y ) ) ( j > { . r j )  ( l t < h .  
Ji'=:0 «//= —i' «/^=0 
This gives the existence of the weak solution f ) . The weak completeness of 
gives us the desired regularity for to. Now, 
1 
u ( x j . )  =  w { x , t )  +  / »  +  - ( /  q { y ) d y +  /  q ( y )  d y )  
J j/=0 J i/=0 
satisfies the partial differential eciuntion given by (2.1). From the above expression 
a n d  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  w  i s  a n  e l e m e n t  €  H ^ ( D ) ,  w e  g e t  t h e  d e s i r e d  r e g u l a r i t y  f o r  u ( x , t ) .  
(b) We replace (2.7) by 
1 
"  " "  ~  2  
( y ) d y .  
The rest of the proof is similar to that of part (a) . • 
At this point we are ready to investigate the continuity and differentiability 
properties of the map defined Ijy 
F i ( q ) ( t )  =  »,.(1,/) +  H u i U ) ,  (2.8) 
where u(xj) solves the characteristic boundary value proljlem 2.1(a-b). Here, we 
ncjte that the u{xJ) which satisfies 2.1(a-b) and the u(xj) which solves the following 
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characteristic Ijouiidary value proljleni 
l i f t  —  U x r  +  < l ( ' V )  u  —  - h q ( x )  0 < |f| < X  < 1 (2.9a) 
1 r 
u ( x , ± x )  = - / 0 < .1-< 1 (2.9b) 
J y = 0  
differ only by a constant h .  Therefore, in the following analysis, we replace u ( x j )  
in ecjuation 2.8 by the solution of 2.9(a-l)). 
2.3 Continuity of the Map F 2 { q ) ( t )  = U r ( l J )  + H u { l J ]  
We begin our study by proving that map F-ziq) given by 
F-2(q)(f) = Fi{q)(f) — Hh = Ux(l,t) + Hu(l,t), where u(xJ) solves (2.9), is 
well defined over smooth functions. 
Theorem 2.2. The map F-i : C"^[0,1] —i- L^(-l. 1) given by 
F z ( q ) ( f )  =  u A U )  +  H u ( l . t )  .  
wiiere u ( x j )  s o l v e s  ( 2 . 0 ) .  i s  w e l l  d e û i i e c l .  
Proof. From, well known results about characteristic boundary value prol)lems. the 
solution u(x.t) of 2.1(a-l)) is smooth in {(.r,/) | 0 < |/| < .!•}. In particular i/(l,/) 
and (/.,.( l,f) are continuous functions in t for all t E [—1.1]. Therefore 
( / J  (  1.  / )  +  H  If( 1, f ) E Z^( — 1.1 ). 
and this proves the theorem. • 
Lemma 2.3. Let ç, G C"^[0,1], and let Ui(x,f) be the covrespomUng sohition to 
(2.0). where i = 1.2. Let r = i/i — iio- Then 
IklU^MD) < C'lWqi - f/2|U2(o.i) 
and 
E , , ( x )  <  C ' ^ l l g i  - T 2 | l i 2 ( i , , i )  .  
where the constant C is exponential/polynomial hi \\q\ ||l2(o,i) and ||ryi - (/2||l=((j,i )• 
Proof. Since each »,• satisfies (2.9). r ( x , t )  satisfies the characteristic Ijoiinclary vahie 
prolilem 
i'n — + q^v = —(/!+ «2 )(gi — q2) (2.10a) 
1 r  {'(;!', ±;r) = -y (qi-q2)dy (2.101)) 
Since if2 appears in the inhomogeneous term of the equation, we need an L'^ esti­
mate on t/2. We can obtain this estimate as a result of an application of lennna 2.1 
to the equation (2.9). Doing so we get 
| |"2||L -^-(D) < (^'U|K2 II 12(0.1) 
where Co = (^ + |/'| )(1 + 
Another application of lemma 2.1 to (2.10) gives the estimate 
II«'IU~(D) < C'lWqi - q2\\L^io,i) (2.11) 
where C1 = ( ^ + K'| ^'i)||(/2||l2 )( 1 + t'I'" "'-^ ). 
Now we IiaA'e all of the necessary estimates in order to ohtain the desired energy 
estimate. We apph" lennna 2.2 to (2.10) and get 
E v ( x )  <  C2||(/l — f/2iri2((j,l) ' 
for 0 <.!•< 1 where C'2 = + |A| + + A"). • 
Theorem 2.3. Fov qi 6 C"^[0.1]. in (2.9). i=1.2. there exists i\ constant C which 
is exponential/polynomial in ||7i||l2 and ||f/i — q^iWi^ .sncj] that 
\\F-2(q\) — F->(q2)\\L- < — f/2||z-2 • 
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Proof. From lemma 2.3, we get £',,(;r) < C'i||(/i — for 0 < ;r < 1. In 
particular, we get 
^  /  v l ( x , i ) d t  <  C i \ \ q i  -  .  
-  J  — X  
By setting ;r = 1 we get 
/ <2Cj \\qi - q2\\h (2.12) 
Using the estimates (2.11) and (2.12) we get 
||-F!z(f/i) — f2((/2)||z,2 < ( C i  +  2 H C 1 C 2  +  H ^ C 2 ) \ \ q i  — q ^ W i ^ -
Choose C = C'l + 2iifC'i C'i + to get the desired result. • 
Corollary 2.1. The map F2 extviids to a locally Lipschitz map : 
F2 '• L (^0.1 ) —> L (^ — 1,1 ). 
2.4 DifFereiitiability of the Map F 2 { q ) { t )  = i/ ,r(l,/) + H u ( l J )  
Now we have established the continuity of the map F2 over £^(0,1) space. Our 
next task is to establish its differentiability. Here, we use the notion of Frechet 
differentiability. Next, we define the formal linearization of the map F). The formal 
linearization of the forward map F) at q is given by 
D F 2 i q ) à q ( t )  =  d U r ( U )  +  H 6 u ( l J )  
where dii. solves the partial differential equation 
hiin — àUi-i-+ qSu = —(h + u)6q (2.13a.) 
( > l i ( x . ± x )  = - / àq{ij)(hj. (2.13b) 
- J j;=0 
Note that the u in equation (2.13a) is the solution of (2.9). We will show that DF2 
is the Frechet derivative of F2 by proving the following theorem. We als(j note that 
the existence and uniqueness of the solution to 2.13a-]> can be proven by following 
arguments similar to theorem 2.1. 
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Theorem 2.4. Fur q £ C"^[0.1]. there existia C such that, for 6q Ç C"^[(). 1], 
\ \ D F 2 { q ) à q  -  [ F - z i q  +  S q )  -  i ^ i ( ç ) ) | | L 2 ( - l . l )  <  ) •  
Proof. Let q = q -{• Sq. We take i i ( x j )  aud v ( a \ t )  to be the sohitions of (2.9) 
corresponding to the coefficients q and q respectively. We also take dii(a\f) to l)e 
the formal linearization which satisfies (2.13). 
Define 
v ( x . t )  =  6 a ( x , t )  — ( ù  —  u ) [ x , i ) .  
In order to prove the differentiability of F  , we need to estimate ||tv(l,/)||/,2(_, j). 
We begin this by estimating the three quantities ||»||£,^(jr,),||i/. — r'||z,TO(0) «nul 
Let t i l  = u  —  I I .  Then i/i and r satisfy the following equations 
" I I I  —  "ijj- + (/"i = /)?( " + /') (2.14a) 
1 i i \ { x , ± x )  =  - -  /  6 q ( y ) ( l y  (2.14b) 
- Jy=0 
and 
t'ff - t'j-r + = -èqui (2.15a) 
«'(.('. ±;1-) = 0 (2.15b) 
respectively. 
Also. t i ( x , f )  satisfies 
"N — i~'jr + qi"! = —hij 0 < l^l < r < 1 (2.1Gn) 
1 f i i ( x . ± x )  =  -  /  q { \ j ) d i j .  (2.1Gb) 
- V,/=u 
Now we apply lemma 2.1 to equation (2.10) and oljtain the estimate 
II»II L^(D)  <  Ci||(/||L2. 
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To obtain an L'^ estimate on »! we again apply lemma 2.1 to 2.14(a-b) and obtain 
the estimate 
where C'2 = (1 + C'lj|</(|jr,2(o,i) + h ) ( l  + ). Using these two estimates 
with the result of an application of lemma 2.1 to 2.15 we obtain 
||'iU~ < <^'362(0,1) 
where C'.; -= ||"1 ( 0)( 1 + ^ ) . At this point we use the estimate of ui 
and ol)tain the following estimate 
!I' 'IIL^(D)  <  ^ " '3  PÎLLL^IO. I ) -  (2.17) 
Finally, we are in a position to obtain the desired estimate on t'a-(l,/). We apply 
the lemma (2.2) to (2.15) to obtain the estimate 
E , { x )  <  C , | | . ^ ( / | | i .  ,  
where C.| = ||"i||'2:^(/)){l + |k|ll2(l + + /-)} and C| < C^||^f/||[j. 
At this point we again incorporate the estimate of if \ and obtain the following 
energy estimate 
E,.(.T) <C,||<^î|l|.,„D 0<;r<l. 
In particular. 
Hence. 
E v { \ )  < ll^f/ll £,2(0,1)-
Il'v(l.«)lli'(-,.1| < (2.1S) 
So estimates (2.17) and (2.18) give us the following desired result. 
We would like to extend the differentiability of the map over to the L' space. 
We achieve this in two steps. First we extend DFoiq) as a bounded linear map from 
Z^(0.1 ) to Z'-( —1.1 ) for q € C"^[0.1] by proving the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.5. For q € C"^[(), 1]. D F i i q )  e x t e n d s  t o  a hounded Jhiefir iiinp from 
L ' ^ ( O A )  t o L ' ^ ( ~ l , l ) .  
Proof. Recall that DFz(q)f)q = h i . i . ( l j )  + H 6 u ( l , t )  where 6 u ( x J )  satisfies (2.13). 
We first obtain an estimate of 6u as a result of an application of lemma 2.1 to 
the equation (2.13). So 
where C = (^ + ||»||l~(D))(1 + ). 
In order to prove this theorem we need to show that energy £'/i„(;r) is bounded 
above by 
Now we apply lennna (2.2) to equation (2.13).and oljtain the estimate 
Efiui-i') ^ ^ '2|l<^î||) 0 < ;r < 1 
where C'y = {; + ll"|li~(D) + ll'iHiz)( 1 + f")- I" particular 
"( 1 ) — ^2|l^</||l2((),l )• 
Hence 
/ <2C'2pq\\l.. 
.//=-l 
Thert'fore. we get 
So D F y { q )  extends to a l)ounded linear map in £-(0,1). • 
We need to extend this theorem for the case when q 6 £'^(0.1) by showing that 
the map q —> DFiiq) is continuous. We achieve this by proving the following 
theorem. 
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Theorem 2.6. The Fivchet derivative DFi is a locally Lipscliitz continuous map 
on i'-(0.1). with values in L(L'^(OA), — where DF2 extends to a locally 
Lipschitz map 
L ^ O A )  X L ^ i O . l )  L ' ^ ( - h l ) .  
PToof. Let q and q € C"^[0,1] and let u and 11 be the corresponcHiig sohitions of 
(2.1). We take èq 6 C"^[0,1] and let &u and 61/ be the corresiîonding solutions of 
(2.13). 
Let h v  = 8 n  —  8 u .  We need to ol)tain an estimate of (')t'j.( 1, /), where b v  solves 
—  b V j c j .  +  q b v  =  b q { i t  —  u )  -  ( q  —  q ) ( 6 u )  (2.19a) 
6i'(;r, ±.r ) = 0. (2.19b) 
We first claim that 
||^iilL~(D) < ^'Ik — Ï||L-(U.I)1I^</IU2(O,I)- (2.20) 
In order to prove the claim, we follow the steps outlined in lemma 2.1. We first 
apply the Green's theorem to the equation (2.4) over the characteristic rectangle 
77. and then rearrange the result as we did in lemma 2.1 .We arrive at 
o(.fi ) < III, - r/.||ico,£,,l|^f^||^2 + ||6il||LN(^)||(/ - q\\i^7 + / |(/(;r)ln(;i')f/.r 
J J~0 
where o(;r) = sup ||<^«'||l~(/3) . An apphcation of Gronwairs inequahty yields 
I 6 (  — J ' l - » )  
c\(;l ')  < (| | i /  -  "||z,^(0)| |6f/ | |2.2 + Il^i'l l / .^CD)!!? -  Vlll:  )(1 + )• (2.21) 
Note that (u — »)(;i'.f) satisfies the following ijartial differential equation: 
( 1 1  —  » ) ( (  —  ( u  —  i i ) x - r  +  q { u  —  à )  =  — ( q  —  q ) u  
1 r ( 1 1  - (/)(;!•, ±;r) = - / ( q -  q ) { \ j ) ( h j .  
- J ii={i 
All cipi^licatioii of It'iiiiiici (2.1) on this equation gives 
11». — i/||z,-^ -(D) < Q|k — (/lU i^o.D- (2.22) 
Another appHcation of lemma (2.1) on the equation (2.13) gives 
Now the al)ove two estimates and (2.20) result in 
< C'lk - f}llL2(0.1)l|^(/||L2(0,l) • 
Next, we follow the stejis outlined in lemma (2.2) in order to oljtaiii a L"^ esti­
mate on Ar,,.(l.f). We first integrate the divergence form of equation (2.4) over the 
trapezoidal region S and rearrange the result as we did in lemma (2.2). We get 
E f , v ( x \ ) <  +  % )  +  f  { \ ( l \  +  ^ )Ef , t . ( ! j ) (1y .  
J y = l )  
Aj^plyiiig Gronwall's inequality again yields 
Ef,v(.ri ) < — q\\i2 0 < ;!'i < 1 . 
Therefore we get. 
||ÔI'.(1.0|U^(-1,1) < (2.23) 
Using (2.20) and (2.21) we get 
W D F - z i q )  —  D F 2 ( q ) \ \ L ^ { - \ , \ )  <  C \ \ q  —  '/|lz,2(o,i)• (2.24) 
Hence. D F o { q )  is a locally Lipsclntz map on C"^[0.1] with 
values in Z(Z^(0.1).Z^( —1,1)) , which is the desired result. • 
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Corollary 2.2. The map F'zlq) is continuously diffeivntiiible in L^(0,1). 
At this point we can state a. similar result for another useful map. 
Theorem 2.7. The map ^ 1) given by 
F s i q )  =  +  f f u ( l j )  
where u(x,t) solves the characteristic boundary vahie problem 
lift — Uxx + </» = 0 0 < |/| < ;i- <1 
u ( . i \ ± x )  = ± / < l ( y )  d y  0 < .(' < 1 
J j/=0 
is difi'crentiahle and its derivative DF:i{q) extends to a locally Lipschitz map 
£2(0.1) X i'^(0,l) 
Proof. The proof of this theor<nu is very similar t(^ the case before. Hence we omit 
the proof. 
• 
2.5 Continuity of the Map Fi ( q ) ( f )  —  + H u t ( l . t )  
Next, we study the continuity and differentiahility properties of the map defined 
by 
F4{q)(t) = «..,(1,/) + (2.25) 
where t/(;r,f) solves the characteristic l)oundary value problem 2.1. 
We begin this study by proving that the map F . i ( q )  is well defined over the set 
of smooth functions. 
Theorem 2.8. The map 
: C^[0,1] —> l'-(-l.l) 
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givcv by 
= U x t i l ' t )  + H u i ( l J ) ,  
where v(.v,t) solves (2.1). is well deGiiecl. 
Proof. From well known properties of the solutions to the characteristic Ijonndary 
value prol)lems, the solution u(x,t) of (2.1) is smooth in D. In particular »/(l,f) 
and i/j.#(l,f) are continuous functions in t for all t G [—1,1]. Hence, 
and this proves the theorem. • 
Our goal here is to establish the continuity of the map F.i. In order to achieve 
this we i)ro^ e the following key estimate: 
Lemma 2.4. Let O be the set of almost evevywheve odd functions in L^(O.l). 
Suppose (li 6 OnC"^[0,1] and Ui{xJ) is the corresponding solution to (2.1), where 
/ = 1,2. If V = »! — »2 then 
where the constant C is exponential/polynomial in ||çi ||£,2(u.i) ^Jid ||(/, — ). 
Proof. Since each ».,• satisfies (2.1), v { x , t )  satisfies the eqiuition 
+  H u i ( l , f )  Sij^( —1,1), 
ll'vr(i'^)IU2(-i.i) < Ikyi - '/2||L2(O.I)i (2.27) 
('ff — J'rr + îlf' = —f'2(</l —  Q z )  (2.28a) 
let 
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Then te satisfies the following: 
uut - tf'xi: + qiw = f{x,t) (2.30a) 
it'(.T,±;r) = 0 (2.301)) 
where 
f ( x , f )  =  - \ < n ( ' r ) { J  ( q i - q 2 ) { y ) d y  +  J  { q i - q 2 ) d y ]  -  U 2 ( x , f ) ( q i - q 2 ) { x )  
(2.31) 
Since (qi — (/2)(•»') is odd, we note that 
All application of Green's theorem, to the ecpiation 2.30, over the characteristic 
rectangle IÎ results in the following expression for the solution w(x,f) as in lemma 
2.1: 
=  l i f  ^  f "  +  r  / • "  
- J!i=i) Js= — !i Jji=£^ Js=;/—r+t 
r x  A x + t - u )  
+ / )((î(i/)"'(j/,-5) + f i u , - ' ^ ) ) )  d s d y .  
Ju=^4^ Js=!l~{j.—l) 
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By clifFereutiating this expression with respect to . r  we oljtaiu the following: 
ni. 
4/ ^ «7 5= ^ 
1 
+ Ô / {-îi(!/)«'(!/, y - ;«•+ ^)+ /(!/,y - •!• + 
- «/y=^ 
1 f ,••'• + ', ,;!• + / ;r + / ,, , 
~ 4 _L-,.-on ' a 
1 
2 4=4: 
+  %  /  { - ( h ( y ) ' i ' { y ^ y  -  à '  +  t )  +  f ( y , y  -  X  +  f ) } ( h j  
2 
1 r 
t(V(,f.f) = - / {-f/i«'(f/.y-.!•+ #) + /(!/,.(/-;'• +0)'/.?/ 
- •'.v=^ 
+ % / {-'/i(y)if'(y.;i-- y)+ /(.!/,;r+/-,(/)}Jy. 
2 yj,=i±i 
Lotting / = 1 in this expression, we get 
1 
"',.•(1.0 = Ô / {-çi(y)»'(y..(/- 1 + 0 +/(i/.y -1 + Olf/y 
- J!l=^ 
1 
+  Ô  1 + /-y) + /(y. 1 + /-y)}(/y. 
-' J 11= -14^ (2.32) 
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By diffennitiating this expression with respect to t  we obtain the following: 
1 
+  Ô  {-îi(y)»N(y.y-i + ^ ) + /((y,y-i + ^ )}f'y 
1 
+ g / { - q i { u ) w i i ! j ,  1 + # - Î/) + /<(y, 1 + # - y ) ] < l y  
-
Using (2.30b) we get 
+  %  /  { — q \ ( y ) ^ i ' i ( y , y  —  I  + 1 )  +  f t ( y , y  —  I  +  f ) ] d ! . j  
- Jy=-^ 
1 /•' 
+  Ô  /  { - ( i i ( y ) ^ ^ u ( y A  +  ^ -  y )  +  f i i y . i  +  f  -  y ) } d y -
(2.33) 
Now, 
l - f  1  l _ f  f _ i  i - f  
.^( 9 '  <5 ) = "oW ({/I - Y2 )(/.'/} - "2( g 1 g ){<1\ - H2)(—T^) 
— — W J  ^  '  — 
t — f 
1 1 - / /"" 
= ^){ / (Ql - Q'zWy} 
Vo 9 
i-t 
1 /•" 1 - t  
- ( / '  +  -  /  q 2 { y ) d y ) {(ii — <i2)(—=—)• 
- J 11=0 -
Similarly, 
l+f 
1 + f 1 + / 1 / 2 
/(—5—•—^) = -gl / (f/i -T! 
V i/=u 
1 1 4-
- { / '  +  %  /  < l 2 { y ) d y } { q \  -  q 2 ) {  —  
- V;,=0 -
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Therefore. 
r A - ^  / - I .  , , 1 + ^  1 + ^  1  , 1 - / ,  f i — ^ ' — ^ ) - j ( — ^ ^ - i ^ )  =  - g g i ( — /  { q \ - ( i 2 ) c U j  
J ) / = 0  
1 1 -)- / f - 2  
+  ô 9 i ( — ; 7 - ) /  { ( j i  -  q 2 ) d u  
J y = 0  
1 
— {2h + -  / q-ziyHy 
- J y = Q  
1 
+ % / u - A y y i y ] { q \  -  q 2 ) { — ^  
- </u=0 -
Using the Schwartz inequahty, we get the following: 
l l / ( ~ J 7 - '  ^ 7 " )  -  / ( — ) | | L 2 ( - I , I )  <  Q | k i  -  î a l l z - î f o . i )  ( 2 . 3 4 )  
where C'l = Y^2||<yi+ 2(2|/j| + ||</2||^2). It is clear that 
1 /  -  1  +  / )  —  --^{qi{y){q\ -  q2){—— ) — (i \{y){qi — qi){—— )} 
^"2r(i/,{/ — 1 + 0(</i — qz){y) 
So, 
/ .//(i/-.!/- 1 +')f^i/||L2(-l.l) 
Jii=^ 
^ ^ {Tllvilllz + / / "2?(!/,.!/ — 1 + - '/illi 
•± 7(=-l J u = ^  
Since 
/ / /)}(//f/.r = 
V.I =U J t =  —  x  
f  f  {'^'2i(y' ,y — ^ + i)  + U2((y, y — 1 + t)}(ly ilf  
J t=~l J 
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using lemma 2.2, we obtain that 
• 1 fi [  { [  (;/,!/ — 1 + f< 2Ci||(f2||L2i 
Jt=-1 Jy=i^ 
where C'l is a constant given by lemma 2.2. Hence we obtain that 
II [ !/ - 1 +/)(4/||f,2(-i.i) < (/'zlki - T2||L2(o,i)i (2.35) J y = ^  
where C'j = ^-iC^oWq-iWii}- Similarly, 
II / f i i y ^ ^ -  i j ) d y \ \ L n _ i ^ i )  <  C 2 \ \ q i  -  q 2 \ \ L ^ { { ) , i )  (2.36) J y=-^ 
where C'2 is the same as above. Next, we claim that 
II [ g)(!/)w,((/,(/ — 1 + f)(f^HL2(_i.i) < Gillgi — 921112(0.1)- (2.37) 
J y = ^  
It's clear that 
II / (/i(y)»v(y,î/- 1+^)f/!/||L^(-i.i) 
hi=^ 
<  II( / i | | l 2 ( o . i ) (  /  [  u u ( y , y - 1 + f f d y d t p .  
J l = - l  J y = ^ ^  
By integrating along the lines i)aralk'l to the x  —  t  =  0  instead of the lines parall(.'l 
to the / axis we get 
/  /  { w l ( . v j )  +  w f ( x , t ) ] d t d x  
Jr=:U Jt= — x 
— I  f  {(('%( !/i !/ — 1 4- /) + .!/ — 1 4- / (2.38) 
J t = z  —  i  J j / = i ^  
Now. an api^lication of lemma 2.2 on 2.30 gives 
/  /  —  1  + / )  <  2 C : ) u | | g i  —  V j l l i z  ( 2 . 3 9 )  
Jt=-i V»=i^ 
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where €'2 is the conshaut given by leiuiua 2.2. By taking C'.j = \/2^||ryi ||^2, we 
IJro-v'e the claim. Following through similar steps we obtain, 
II [  Î(I(Y)"V(Î/, 1 + * - !/)||L2(-I,I) < CSLLF/I -  (/2||L2(O.I)- (2.40) 
An application of the Schwartz inequality with estimates (2.34), (2.35), (2.3G), 
(2.37) and (2.39) finally gives, 
||»'Tf(l,f )||Z,2(-1,1) < C'llgi — (/2|U2(0,1)' (2.41) 
where C  =  \ / 5 { C f  +  2 C ^  +  2 C f ) .  Since ( q i  — q z K ^ ' )  is odd , 
Hence, 
||"a:^(l.')|U2(-l,l) ^ ^'ll?l - 921112(0,1) (2.42) 
• 
Theorem 2.9. Forqi 6 OnC"^[0,1] in 2.1. i=l,2. there exists a constant C n-hich 
is exponentinl/polynomial in ||</i||l2 and ||ryi — sucii that 
| |i^l(</l) -  •P^t(î2)||L2(-l.l) < ^^'Ikjfl -  (/2||l2(0.1)-
Proof. From lemma 2.3, we know that £",.(•«") < — V2||l2(uj,- for 0 < ;r < 1. 
By setting x = 1 we get 
< 2C'i||ryi -ç2||i.,o.i,. (2.43) 
Using estimates (2.42) and (2.43) one can write 
||-f^i(îi) — •p4(î2)|U2(-j,i) < V^C' +2C'|||ryi — </2||-
This proves the theorem. • 
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Corollary 2.3. The nmp extends to a locally Lipschitz map as: 
i*4 : O  —> { — 1,1 ). 
2.6 Differentiability of the Map F 4 ( q ) ( t )  =  U r t { l , t )  + H u i ( l , t )  
We next estabhsh the clifFereiitiability of the map F4. So, we define the foniial 
hnearization of the forward map F4 at q is given Ijy 
D F 4 { q ) 6 q { t )  =  6 u r i { l J )  + H 8 u i ( l J )  (2.44) 
where 6u solves the following boundary value problem: 
6utt — &UxT +qf>u = —6qu (2.45a) 
1 /"• 6 i t ( x , ± x )  =  -  /  à q ( y ) d y .  (2.45b) 
- Jy=i) 
Note that a in equation (2.45a) is the solution of (2.2G). We will show that DFi is 
the Frechet derivative of F4, proving the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.10. For (j 6 O H C" [^0,1], there exists C, such that for bq E 0. 
\\DF4(q)8q — (F4(q + 6q) — F4(q))\\L2^_i i^ < C\\8q\\]^2. 
Proof. Let q = q + 8q. We take u(x,t) and C i { x , t )  to be the solutions of (2.1) 
corresponding to the coefficients q and q respectively. 6u(x,t) corresjionds to the 
formal linearization and satisfies (2.45). Define 
i'(;r,f) = 6 u { x J )  -  Ù  +  u .  (2.46) 
In order to prove the desired result, we need to estimate |1i'j /(1i 011l 2(-i ,i )- We 
begin this by estimating 11(« — u)j./(l,f)||£,2,_i.i). Let U](xJ) = {ù — u)(xj). Now, 
It 1 and V satisfy the following Goursat prol:)lem; 
" U f  ~  " l a - r  4 "  q H ' i  =  — S q i i  (2.4Ta.) 
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1 /"• 
î<i(;i-,±a') =  -  /  S q { y ) d y  (2.47b) 
- Jo 
and 
- l'rx + ç/f = -6qui (2.48a) 
v { x , ± x )  = 0 (2.48b) 
respectively. Let/(;i",i) = — S q ( x ) u i { x , t ) .  From 2.32, we know that 
1-f l+f 
V xtCi-^t) = M î / W i / -  h { y ) à i j ]  
- f  ( l ( y ) v t { y , t j - l  +  t ) d y -  [  S q { y ) u i f { y , y  -  1 +  f ) d y  
J t ) = ^  J i ^  
- [  ( l { y ) V i { y A  +  t - y ) d y  -  j è q { y ) u i , { y A - \ - t  -  y ) d y ] .  (2.49) 
First we claim that 
1 — f j ^(i{y)dy\\L^(-\.\) <^\Wi\\h' (2.50) 
Vu 
An application of the Schwartz inequality results in 
f ' 1 4 f 
/  /  à q { y ) d y f d t  
J i = - ï  - Jo 
< IMfllL £ 
This proves the claim. Similarly, we get 
• lii 
' M!/)||l^(0.I) < \/^||&yHL(0.i). (2.51) 
Jo 
Next, we show that 
> 1  
/  < i { y ) i u i y , y - i  +  f ) d y \ \ L ^  < C \ \ 6 q \ \ l : , .  (2.52) 
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lu the i)ruof of theorem 2.3, we showed that 
J + v ^ ) { x , t ) d t  <  C ' 4 | | 6 ( / H [ ,  
where C4 depends exponeutial/polyiiomial in ||<i||L2. So 
< 1  f  T  
/  /  ( v l ( x j )  +  v f ( x j . ) ) d i d x  <  C ' 4 | | ^ g | l l % ( u . i ) '  
J  r=0 J  i = — x  
By integrating along the lines parallel to x-t = 0 we can rewrite the above inequality 
as 
•1 rl 
[ [ + ('F)((/,!/ — 1 + (2.53a) 
J l =  —  1  
Also, by integrating along the hues parallel to x + t = 0, we can rewrite the above 
inequality as 
[  f  (''r + ï'r)(i/i 1 + ^  •" < ^^••ill^(/irl2(o,i)- (2.53b) 
J t = - l  J  
In particular. 
[  i f  (!/i !/ - 1 + /)f/i/)f/f < (2.54) 
Jt=-\ Jy=i-^ 
Using the Schwartz inequality we get : 
•  1  r l  
/ (/ ( i i ! j ) i u ( y , y  -  i +  f ) ( h j f ( l f  
/  f =  — 1  J  
<  [  i f  r i y ) d y ) {  !  i ' j ( v , y  - l + i ) d y ) d f  
J t = :  —  l  V  , / =  I p l  J y — L ^  
< CMlvllLll/'qIll, 
Choosing C = vC'.illrylllî, we get the desired result. The energy estimate for 
(2.47) provides the following estimate : 
»1 p X  
f  [  (  "  1  ?  +  I '  i  f . ) (  X,  /  )dtdx < C 
./r=0 ./(= — 1- lFîfiri2(0.1)-
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Now as ill (2.52) we get the following estimate ; 
/  f  )({/, !/ — 1 +  t ) ( l y d t  <  Ci||6(/|||2(o , i ) -
J l = - l  J y = ^  
By choosing C'2 = \/{2C\), we get the following estimate : 
II / _ <5f/(y)Mi(iy,i/- 1+f)f/{/lli2(_i,i) < (2.55) 
where C2 = \/2C'j. Using the Schwartz inequality, (2.53b) and taking 
C'n = '\/^11'/1|l2(o.i) we obtain the following estimate : 
II /  1 + ^  -  I/)F^I/||L2(_i,i) < C'3 | |^Ç||';^2(o,i)- (2.56) J y = ^  
Using similar arguments as in (2.55) we obtain the following estimate : 
II /  <^'Z(Y)«i ((I/'i + ^ -y)«^y||L2(-i.i) (2.57) 
Applying the Schwartz inequality on (2.49), and using estimates (2.50), (2.51), 
(2.55). (2.5G) and (2.57) we get 
< Csllislli.,»,,, (2.58) 
where CV, is exponential/polynomial in ||</||l 2 and ||6(y||[,2. 
From the proof of theorem 2.3, 
(2.09) 
Now estimates (2.58) and (2.59) together establish the final estimate 
l|,.„(i.() + ir»,(i.<)lli,=,-i.„ < yicF+c^ll«îiri.,„.i,. 
Now choosing C  —  \/2(C'| + C ' ^ )  we get the d(?sired result ; 
\ \ D F ^ ( q ) b q  —  ( F 4 ( r y  +  ^V y )  -  F 4 ( r y ) ) | | £ , 2 ( _ i  1 )  <  C ' | | 6 ( / | | ' ' ^ 2 ( ( ,  j , .  
• 
Next, we extend D F ^ i q )  as a Ijounded linear map from O  to Z'-(—1,1). 
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Theorem 2.11. For q G O f) C'°°[0,1], DF^{q) extends to a hounded linear map 
from O to i'^(—1,1). 
Proof. Recall that where 6(/(;r./) satisfies 
(2.45). From the proof of theorem 2.4, 
[ 6u;'{l,t)dt < 2C'i||^(/||l.,o,i) (2.00) 
J t=—i 
where C'l is polynomial in ||^</||l2 (ind Replacing (qi — qi) by Sq in 2.28, we 
can obtain the following estimate : 
||^»j.f(1^0|U2(-i.i) < C'2p(/||f,2(o,i) (2.61) 
where C-i is exponential/polynomial in ||</||l2 miid ||6g||f,2. Using 2.GO and 2.01, we 
get 
< 2(4Cf + C i m w l , .  
Hence. DF.i(q) extends to a bounded linear map in L^(0,1). • 
We extend the results of theorem 2.11 to the case of q £ O by shoAving that the 
map q —y DF.\[q) is continuous. So we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.12. The Frechet derivative DF.iiq) extends to a locally Lipschitz map 
0 x 0  —^ Z^(- l . l ) .  
Proof. Let q and q & O D C"^[0,1] and let it and ù be the corresponding solutions 
of 2.1. We take bq E Of) C"^[0,1] and let èu and 6Ci be the corresponding solutions 
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of 2.45. Let èv = Su — 6ù. Then 6v solves 2.19. As in the previous theorem, 
1-f 1-f 
f ( q  - q ) d y  + hq - f Sq{ij)(ly 
-  -  J o  -  -  J [ )  
- ^^qi —^ ) / ' (q- q)<iy -\{q- q){) / Sq{y)dy 
J o  "  " J o  
+ f q ( y ) S v t ( y , y - l  +  t ) d y  [  6 q ( y ) ( u  -  u ) , i y , y  -  1  +  t ) d y  
4=if 
+  I  S u t ( y , y  -  l  +  t ) ( q  -  q ) ( y ) d y  
+  /  q ( y ) S v t i y , l + t  - y ) d y  I  S q { y ) { H  -  i i ) , { y , l + t  -  y ) d y  
+  /  S u ( ( y , l  + 1  —  y ) { q  —  q ) ( y ) d y ] .  (2.62) 
From the proof of theorem 2.5, we get 
[ f ( 6 v l ( l , t )  +  6 i ^ ( l , t ) ) d t d x  < C i \ \ 6 q \ \ l 4 q - q \ \ l , .  (2.63) 
J  j-=0 J  t =  —  x  
From the proof of lemma 2.3 we get 
• I  p x  
4\ I __ r;\2/i ^ rrw.. .iw'^ ( ( »  -  +  ( » .  -  à ) i { l . t ) ) d . t d x  <  C 2 \ \ q  -  q \ \ i 7 .  (2.64) 
j-=0 J  l  =  —  ï  
Using argument as in theorem 2.9. we obtain the following estimate : 
||^î'r<(l>0|U2(-i.i) < (2.65) 
Coml)ining two estimates (2.63) and (2.65), 
l l ^ t ' u * ( l , i )  +  n 6 t . ' , ( l i f ) | | L 2 ( - ] , i )  <  C \ \ q  —  f } l | L 2 ( u , i ) 1 1 ^ 5 f | | L 2 ( o , i ) -
||-DF4(</) - I?ivi(</)|lL2(-i.i) < C|k - '/||f.2(o.n-
So DF.i(q) is a locally Lipschitz map on Oc with values in £(L^(0,1), I^(—1.1)). • 
Corollary 2.4. The map F.i{q) given by (2.25) is contimiomly differentinhle in O. 
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CHAPTER 3 
INVERSE SPECTRAL PROBLEMS 
3.1 Asymptotics of the Eigenvalues 
In this section we study the following inverse spectral problems. 
Let be the complete eigenvalue sequence of the regular Sturm-Liouville 
problem (1.1a - b) with h  = oo and H  Ç . R .  Let be the complete eigenvalue 
sequence of the regular Sturm-Liouville problem (1.1a - b) with /). iï E R and let 
denote the complete eigenvalue sequence of the regular Sturm-Liouville 
p r o l ) l e m  w i t h  h  =  H  =  e x .  
(1) We assume that the potential function q  € ^^(0,1) and that q  is anti­
symmetric about the mid-point x = |.Now the question is, can we reconstruct 
q from the sequence or ? 
Since the Dirichlet spectrum is symmetric, U j ( q )  =  V j i q * )  for j  = 1. 2, 3 
H ere q*[x) = q{l — x). Therefore, when q is odd, two odd functions q and q* have 
the same Dirichlet spectrum, so we cannot reconstruct the odd q uni(iuely from this 
set of eigenvalues. 
(2) We assume that the potential function q  € jL'^(0,1) and also that q  is sym­
met r i c  a b o u t  t h e  m i d - p o i n t  ; i '  =  5  •  W e  i n v e s t i g a t e  t h e  q u e s t i o n  o f  r e c o n s t r u c t i n g  q  
from its eigenvalue sequence or 
Next, we study the following problem : 
(3) Given, either a complete eigenvalue sequence {Aj}^i, or , 
on which  s u l ) sets of the unit interval (0,1) does one need to specify q(x), in order 
to determine q uniquely on (0,1) ? 
From the work of GeFfand and Levitan [5], it is known that the asymptotic forms 
for the eigenvalue sequences Aj, //j and uj are 
(3.0a) 
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f i j  —  . / ^ T T ^  +  2 { l i  +  H )  +  [  q ( s )  d s  +  j i j  
J a=0 
'0' = + / (l{s)ds + 7j 
JO 
(3.0b) 
(3.0c-) 
where the sequences an(l{ij}^^ Ijelong to P. The asj'mptotic 
behavior of \j, fij, uj provide the following comi^leteness property. 
Lemma 3.1. (Levinsoii [13],theorem 3). 
The sequences {sin y/ X j i }  . {cos s/ Ï Ï j ^ }  and {sin y/Ujt} are complete in Z'^(0,1). 
3.2 A Solution Method to Inverse Problems 
Our solution method is based on the idea of solving a coefficient identification 
proljlem for a wave equation instead of the inverse spectral problem. Therefore, we 
translate our original frequency-domain problem to a time-domain prol)lem using 
the celebrated work of GePfand and Levi tan [5]. From their work, we know that for 
a given q 6 £^(0,1), there exist two kernels AI(xJ.\q) and L(:i\t;q) defined on the 
characteristic triangle 0 < / < ;c < 1 which satisfy the following properties: 
Suppose y i ( : i \ \ , q )  satisfy 
then 
- y ' i  + q ( - v ) U i  - ^Ui for i = 1,2 
( (/i(0. A.(/) = l,i/J(0, A.ry) = 0 
I .(/•i(0,/\.(/) = l..(/2(0. A.r/) = 0 
Î/1 (;(•. A, ry ) = cos \/Xx -f- M{xJ) cos \ / \ t d t  
sin\/Â;i- , rx-J., , shi \/Â/ &^(r.A,4) = j=— + Jj, L(xJ) 7=7—dt 
(3.1a) 
(3.1b) 
(3.2a) 
nA vA 
In case A < 0. we understand ' and cos \/Xx are and cosh \/iÂ];r 
\/Â \/iÂi ^ 
respectively. 
Let h be a real number. Then the function 
3/(:i , A) = (/i(;r,A) + hy2{x,X) 
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satisfies the following differential equation: 
-u" + (ly = A y 
and the Ijoundary condition 
! j ' ( 0 )  -  h y { 0 )  =  0. 
For/î = oo, by definition we take {/(.f, A) = y2(>''N A). Gerfand and Levitan showed 
that there exists a kernel qji) such that 
)/(;(•, A) = cos \/X;r + / K { : v , t )  c o s  \ / X t  ( I f .  (3.2 1;) 
Ja 
If h = 0. it is clear that K = M. Therefore, in the following discussion we need 
to use only the kernels K and L. 
One of the remarkable properties of the kernels A" and L is their independence 
of A. When A = Aj, y(x,\j) given Ijy (3.2b) represents the j'tli eigenfunction 
of the Sturm-Liouville problem given by (l.la-b). Moreover, K and L satisfy the 
characteristic boundary value problems 
A/( — Aj^ + (j{x)I\. =0, 0 ^ j/| ^ ;(• ^ 1 
K(x. .r) = /? + 1 q(y)ily, 0 < .c < 1 (3.3a) 
A'/(.f.O) = 0. 
and 
'  L t t  -  i j i -  +  ( l { - r ) L  = 0 ,  0  <  | / |  <  X  <  1  
< L(x,x) = i q(y)dy, 0 < ;i- < 1 (3.3b) 
,  L ( x , { ) )  = 0. 
Note that the Ijoundary conditions on the line / = 0, result in the function K  ( L )  
Ijeing even (odd) in t for each fixed x respectively . Therefore, we extend the initial-
characteristic Ijoundary value proljlems given Ijy (3.3) to characteristic l)oundary 
proljlenis in 0 < |/| < x < 1 l)y introducing the following 1)oundary conditions: 
r  K { x , - x )  =  / )  +  i  f i !  ( j ( y ) d y ,  0  <  .1 -<  1  
I L(x.-x) = q(y)dy, 0 < ;c < 1. ^ 
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Next, we use spectral data to determine the Ijouudary data {A'j.( l , t )  +  H K { l , t ) }  or 
{Lj;(lJ) + for 0 < i < 1. The j'th eigenfunction Aj, ry) for / = 1,2 
should satisfy the boundary condition at x = 1. Hence, differentiating both sides 
of (3.2) with respect to x and evaluating the result at A = \j and .r = 1, we obtain 
f f l ( L .r( l , t )  + FI(l,0)sin(-yÂ7'^)'^^ =-(\A/cos(-»/Â7) + i(l,l)sin(yÂ7))  
/J(A'.r(l,^) + B'K(l,t))cos(,yJiJt)dt = ^ /pj sin ,/iTj -(H + A'(l, l))cos ,/Jîj. 
From the asymptotic l^ehaviour of the eigenvalues in 3.0 (a-b) we may oljtain 
III (ji'j) fUj fioni either sequence. If // = q{y)(lu, then we replace A^. 1)y 
A/;- = Aa- — fi, and compute the corresponding solution to the inverse prob­
lem. Now from 3.0 (a-b), the corresponding solution of the inverse pro1)lem has 
mean zero. So, without loss of generality Ave assume that q{y)(ly = 0. 
vvhenever the potential lunction has mean 0, we get < 
% 2(1,1 ) = 0  f o r  h  = oo 
Therefore, wc have the following integral equation : 
+  f f L ( U } ) s m  = - yXy cos y /\j 
fi,'(A',.(l./) +HK(ht))coB^t(H = y^siny^ - {H + h)coH^ 
(3.4) 
Now. using the c<>nii)leteness result in lenmia(3.1 ), we can recover the desired bound­
ary data {lj.(l,0 +HL{1J}} ( or {A\(l.f) -f iJA'(l,#)}) uniquely. 
Next, we form the inverse spectral proljlem as a time domain i)rol)lem. For a 
given q € £'^(0,1), maps Fi(q), F-ziq) and are given by 
F\{q : h\.h2,h-^)it) = iij{lJ) + 
F-iiq : hiJi-zJi-.iHt) = itrt(lJ) +Hui(l.t) (3.5) 
Fsiq : /m,/''2,/»3)(0 = ut(lJ) 
where u ( x . t - , q )  satisfies 
I'tt — "xr + (/(;!•)» = 0 0 < |/| < ;r < 1 (3.Ga) 
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u ( x , ± x )  = /?i + (±/t2 +/fs) f ( Â y ) à y  0 < ;r < 1. (3.0b) 
J y = 0  
Therefore, the sohitiou q of the inverse spectral i^roljlerii satisfies one of the 
e(iiiations 
F i ( q )  =  +  H L [ l , t )  , î o i -  h i  =0, h-z =-, /(.j = 0 (3.7a) 
F i i q )  =  K x ( l J )  +  H K i l . t )  ,for h i  = /?, /?2 = 0, h i  = ^ (3.7b) 
F 2 ( q )  =  A'j: f (l,i) +  H K t { l , t )  ,for /?i = /?, /?2 = 0, /?3 = ^ (3.7c) 
or 
j F3((/) =  L t ( l J )  Î O V  h i  =0, /?2 =-, h.i = 0. (3.7(1) 
If q is known then the problem (3.6 a-lj) is well-posed. Hence for known q. 
the boundary data (1^.(1,f) + HL(IJ)) (or A'r(l,#) + HK(U)) will lead to an 
overposed probl(?m for the characteristic boundary value problem (3.C). and by an 
i t e r a t i v e  m e t h o d  w e  c a n  r e c o n s t r u c t  q i x ) .  
It is clear that the equation (3.7) is a non-linear equation. From chapter 2 we 
know that F, for i = 1,3 is a differentiable map from L^(0,1) to £^( — 1.1) and F-z 
is a differential)le map from O toL^( —1,1). Here, we use a quasi-Newton method to 
solve the non-linear equations of the form Fi(q) = (j. for i=1.2.3. Our quasi-Newton 
iterates are defined as follows: 
q» = 0 (3.8a) 
qn+i = q„ - DF-'mFi{q„) - </), / = 1,2,3 (3.8b) 
In order to apply this method we should prove that DF,(0). for i=l,2.3 is invertible. 
In the following theorem we discuss uniqueness results for symmetric and anti­
symmetric potentials whenever one set of eigenvalues are given. Let E be the set of 
a.e symmetric ftinctions in L'(0.1) and O be the set of a.e anti-symmetric functions 
in X^(0.1). We will use the Inverse Fmiction Theorem to prove the imiqueness of 
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the sohitioii of the inverse pro1)lein for sufficiently small q. The statement of the 
theorem is 
Inverse Function Theorem. Let f : U —> C be a clifferentiahle map from an 
o p e n  s u b s e t  U  o f  a  B a n a c l i  s p a c e  B  i n t o  a  B a n a c h  s p a c e  C .  L e t  a  6  U .  I f  D f ( a )  i s  
a linear isomorphism between B and C, then f is a local isomorphism at a. 
Theorem 3.1. Let Fi, F2 and F3 be the maps given by 3. Ta-d. Then. 
( i )  f o r  t h e  c a s e  w h e n  h i  =0, /12 = \ and /13 = 0, there is a neighborhood ofO in 
O where the map Fi is one-one. 
(a a) for the case when hi = h, //2 = 0, and h^j = there is a neighborhood 
of 0 in O where the map F2 is one-one. provided that h ^ H. 
(ii b) for the case when hi = Ojiz ~ I ~ 0. there is a neighborhood 
of 0 in E where the map F) is one-one. provided tha t H ^ 0. 
( H i )  f o r  t h e  c a s e  w h e n  h i  =  h .  h 2  =  0  a n d / î3  =  ^ . there is a neighborhood 
of 0 in E where the map Fi is one-one. 
and 
( i v )  f o r  t h e  c a s e  w h e n  h i  = 0, //^ = ^ and /?:; = 0, there is a neighborhood of 0 
in E where the map Fi is one-one. 
Proof. From theorem 2.6, the map Fi is clifferentiahle. We also know that 
D F ]  ( 0 ) 6 q  =  l , t )  - \ -  H 6 v { U )  ,  
where d r { r . f }  satisfies the following: 
à v t i - b v r j :  =  - h i b q  
=  ( ± / ! 2  +  / ( 3 )  [  ^ q ( y ) d y .  
J y=i) 
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Using D'Aleuiljerts formula, we can write 
à c ( x , i )  =  ^  +  ^ (  /  àqCi)dy+ f àq{^)(hj) 
— Jy = x — t — "  •'11=0 "  "" 
hi 
+  i r { 2  /  ! j à q { y ) ( I i j +  { x  -  t ) 6 q { y ) d y  
Jy=o J<j=^ 
+  2 /  à q ( y ) c l y } .  (3.9a) 
From (3.9a) we get. 
+  H 6 v ) { x J )  =  ~  ) )  
+ + fy(^)) 
+  / ' i ( ^  [  à q { y ) d y  +  [  S q ( v ) ( l y )  
— J X' — t Jy=0 
+  [  +  i r ( 2  [  y à q ( y ) d y  
Jy=0 - - ^y=0 
+  /  ( x - t ) 6 q ( y ) d y  +  b q ( y ) d y ) ) .  
(3.9b) 
Case (i) After some simi^lifications of (3.91j). we get 
DF\{{))bq{t) = ^(Sry(^-^), for ô</ e O. (S.lOfi) 
From this formula, it's clear that DF,(0) is one-one over odd functions. As a 
consequence, it lins an inverse given by 
D F , - ' ( 0 ) ( ^ i / ( ; c )  =  2 b ( j [ ' 2 x - \ ) .  (3.11) 
From (3.11), D F \ { 0 )  has a bounded inverse. Therefore, (0) is a linear isomor­
phism over 0. Our intention here is to apply the inverse function theorem to obtain 
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the desired result. We take B = O and C = —1.1). From theorem 2.12. we 
know that Fi is differeiitiable from B to C. In particular, Fi is difFerentiahle from 
an open subset U C B to C. The differentiability of Fi along with 3.10b. gives us 
that DFi(O) is a linear isomorphism between B and C. Therefore, by the inverse 
function theorem we conclude that the map Fi is one-one over a neighl^orhood of 0 
and this proves the case (i) of the theorem. 
Case (ii a) From corollary 2.4 the map Fi is differentiable. We also know that 
DFi{i))bq(f) = 6vif(l,t) + HSvliU). where 6v{x,t) seitisûes 
S P f i — S r ^ j . -  =  — h S q  
1 r 
From 3.9. we can write 
1 à v { : r , f )  =  - [  /  à q { y ) ( h j  +  J  f > q ( y ) d y ]  
h f^' 
-  % [  /  ' ^ y à q ( y ) d y  +  /  { x - t ) 8 q ( y ) d y  +  / 2 ( x  -  y ) b q ( y ) ( I y ]  
Using this we obtain. 
D F 2 ( Q ) S q ( t )  = for 6 q  6 O. (3.12a) 
From this formula, it is clear that DFziO) is one-one over odd functions, provided 
that II 7^ H. As a consequence, it has an inverse given Ijy, 
DF^HO)b(j(x) = j^-^bg{2x-l) (3.12b) 
So. DFr^(O) is Ijoundod. Following similar nrguments as given in (i). and applying 
the inverse function theorem, we got the desired result. 
Case (ii b) From corollary 2.4 the map Fo is differentiable. We also know that 
DF2(0)bq(f) = + /f6f^/)(l,f), where 6t'(;c,f) satisfies 
b v t f  — ^/"j-4- = 0 
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-  J y = f )  
Using (3.9a ) we obtain, 
D F 2 ( 0 ) S q ( t )  = ÏOV S q  e E .  (3.12c) 
From (3.12c), it is clear that DF-ziO) is one-one over even functions, provided that 
H ^ 0. As a consequence, it has an inverse given Ijy, 
So. DF-iiO) has a Ijounded inverse over the suljspace of even functions. Following 
similar arguments as given in (i) and applying the inverse function theorem, we get 
the desired result. 
Case (iii) After some simplifications of (3.9b), we get 
This is a Volterra integral equation of the second kind. So £)J P J ~' (0)  is Ijounded. 
Following similar arguments as given in case (i) and applying the inverse function 
theorem, we get the desired result. 
Case (iv) From the proof of the corollary 2.4. it is clear that the map jF!) is 
differentiable. We also know that DF:i(0)6q(t) = 6vi(l.t), where 6r(l.f) satisfies 
DFz '(0)^'</(a-) = -^6(j(2x-l). (3.12d) 
D F i ( d ) b q { t )  =  +  H h {  f  { I  +  t  -  2 y ) b q { y ) d y ) }  i o v  d q  E  E .  (3.13) 
S v f t  —  —  0  
/ <^(i(y)dy-
Vu 
After some simpliRcations of (3.9), we get 
DF,mq( f )  =  
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From this formula, it is clear that £>^3(0) is oiie-olie over even functions. As a 
consequence, it has an inverse gi^^en by, 
D F : i { 0 )  — 1) .  
So, DF:i~^(0) is bounded. Following similar arguments as given in (i), and apjjlying 
the inverse function theorem, we get the desired result. • 
3.3 A Uniqueness Result for Odd and Even Potentials 
Next, we prove a uniqueness theorem to the inverse problems (1) and (2) which 
were stated at the beginning of this section. This uniqueness result is a direct 
application of theorem 3.1. 
Let us recall that: 
(i) is the complete eigenvalue sequence of the Sturni-Liouville problem 
1.1 a-b with h = 00 and if € R, 
(ii) is the complete eigenvalue sequence of the Sturm-Liouville problem 
l . l a - l j  w i t h  h ,  H  Ç . R ,  
and 
(iii) {;/) is the complete eigenvalue sequence of the Sturm-Liouville problem 
with II = H = OC'. 
For the simplicity of the statements of the theorems, we define the following 
notations: 
Let {iij} be any of the following eigenvalue sequences: 
(?) the spectrum 
( i i )  the spectrum {//jjjly.for I t  ^  H  
Let {•)]} be any of the following eigenvalue sequences: 
(/)the spectrum for H ^ 0 
( i i ) t h o  spectrum (3.141)) 
(//i)the spectrum 
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Theorem 3.2. Let 
= ~y" + ([])•' 
where q is square hitegrable on [0,1] and q(x) = —</(l — x) almost everyn'here. Let 
/je the spectrum of L cleRiiecl by 3.14a. Consider non- a second operator L 
deGned by 
L = -tj" + qy, 
where q satisEes the same conditions as q. Let {l^jiq)} he the .spectrum of L 
c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  . s a m e  b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  a s  { l - ^ j ( q ) } .  I f  
=  / ~ i j ( q )  f o r  e v e r y  j  
then 
q = q 
provided that q is sufficiently small. 
Proof. From 3.14a. it should be clear that the spectrum {i3j] can take two different 
forms. Therefore, we divide the proof into two cases. 
Case (i) Here we consider the case when liij(q) = i3j(q), for every j takes the 
following form; 
= Àj(f]), for j = 1,2,... 
Therefore by equation 3.4. we get 
L r ( l J ; q )  +  H L ( l J [ q )  =  L r { l J : q )  +  H L ( l . t [ q ) .  
This together with equation 3.7a results in the following: 
Fi{<l) = F[(q). 
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At this point we see that the (question of uniciueness of the inverse spectral problem 
is nothing but the question of injectivity of the map Fi. By theorem 3.1(i), we 
know that the map F\ is one-one over a neighborhood of zero. Therefore, 
q = q 
provided that q is sufficiently small. 
Case (ii) Here we consider the case when j S j i q )  = f i j i q ) ,  for every j .  takes the 
folhjwing form: 
= /-fjifi), ,; = 0,1.2, ...for/) 7^ jFf. 
Therefore Ijy equation 3.4. we get 
K r t ( l J \ q )  +  H K t [ l J \ q )  = K i - t i l J A q )  +  H K i ( \ , i \ q ) .  
This together with (3.7c) results in the following: 
F-M) = F'iq). 
As in the case (i), the ([uestiou of the uniqueness of the inverse spectral prol)leni 
is nothing l)ut the question of the injectivity of the map Fi- Therefore l)y theorem 
3.1(iia), F> is one-one over a neighborhood of zero. Hence. 
<I = 
provided that q is sufficiently,small. • 
Next, we prove a unitjueness theorem to the inverse spectral problem (2). de­
scribed at the beginning of this section. 
Theorem 3.3. Let 
L f j  -  - y "  + q y ^  
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where q is square integrable on [0.1] and q{x) = q(l — x) almost everywhere. Let 
be the spectrum of L defined by 3.14b. Consider now a second operator L 
defined by 
L = -y" + qy. 
where q satisEes the same conditions as q. Let {Oj(î)} be the spectrum of L corre­
s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  s a m e  b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  a s  { ' ) j { q ) } .  I f  
=  i j i f l )  e v e r y  j  
then 
q = q 
provided that q is sufficiently small. 
Proof. From 3.14b. the spectrum {^j{ q ) }  can take three different forms. Therefore, 
we divide the proof into three different cases. 
Case (i) Here we consider the case ' ) j ( q )  —  ^ j ( q )  for every j takes the following 
form: 
A,(ry) = Àj((]) for ,/ = 1,2. ...whenever iï" ^0 
Therefore by ecpiation 3.4. we get 
L j - i i l J - q )  +  H L t ( l J \ q )  = L r i ( l , t ] q )  +  H L f ( l J \ q ) .  
This together with ecpiation 3.7c results in the following: 
F i i q )  =  F - z i q ) .  
By theorem 3.1(ii 1)). we know that the map F) is one-one over a neighborhood of 
zero. Therefore. 
q = q 
provided tliiit q is sufficiently small. 
Case (ii) In this case ' ) j ( q )  = j j i q )  for every j  takes the following form: 
/'jUl) = f'j(fy ) for j = 0.1,2..,. 
Therefore by equation 3.4, we get 
K j ; [ l , t \ q )  +  H K ( l , t ] q )  = A\.(l,t;ç) +  H K ( l J ; q ) .  
This together with equation 3.Tb results in the following: 
F i ( q )  =  F i ( q ) .  
As in Case (i), this together with theorem 3.1(iii) proves the result. 
Case (iii) In this case ' ) j ( q )  = ^ j { q )  for every j  takes the following form: 
U j { q )  =  ù j ( q )  f o r  j  =  1 ,2,... 
Hence, by equation 3.4, we get 
K t ( l , t - . q )  =  K f i l . U q )  
This together with equation 3.7d gives, 
F . i ( q )  =  F : i ( q )  
Following similar steps as in case (i), we prove the desired result. • 
3.4 A Uniqueness Result for Partially Known Potentials 
Here, we study the following question: Given a spectrum, on which subsets of the 
unit interval (0.1) does one need to specify q{x). in order to determine q uniquely ? 
In the following, we answer this question provided that q is sufficiently small. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let .4 be a iiieasurdble subset of (0.1 j, with the followhig property: 
r e (0.1) miphes either 
X g .4 and 1 — X ^ .4 
or 
1 — X E .4 and x ^ .4. 
For sufficiently small functions q € 1^(0,1), there is a neighborhood N/,(0} such 
that for q 6 jV^(O), if 
q { x )  =  q { x )  a.e for .T € A 
and 
F i ( q )  = F i ( q )  .  w h e r e  F / i q )  i s  g i v e n  b y  ( 3 . 7 )  f o r  i  = 1.2,3, 
then 
q ( x )  = (-}(.«•) for ;r e (0,1). 
Proof. Case (i) In this case we prove the theorem for r = 1. 
So, we consider the map Fj which takes the form 
F i ( q ) ( t )  =  L A l ' U q )  +  H  L { l J - , q ) .  
For X E ([0.1] — .4) we can write 
- ,)(,) = (3.15) 
So. we can write the difference (q — q) in terms of the difference of odd parts of q 
and q separately. At this point, we notice that as in theorem 3.1(i). DFi({))q is the 
anti-symmetric part of the function q. Therefore, we write 
q ( x )  -  q ( x )  = 2(DFi(0)(fi-fi)(;i-)) for ;r € [0.1] - .4. (3.1G) 
From theorem 2.11. we get 
\ \DF i (q )  -  DFi(0)|| <C(||fy||)l|(/||. (3.17a) 
We recall from theorem 2.11, that the constant C  is exponential/polynomial in ||(/||. 
Therefore, we can pick q so that 4(e + C'( ||(/|| )||(/|| )'^ < 1 for some e > 0. Since Fi is 
differentiable at q, we can write 
F \ { q )  =  F y { q )  +  D F i { q ) { q - q ) J r i x ! [ \ \ q - q \ \ ) .  (3.17b) 
We rewrite this as 
11-^1 ((/) ~ -^iCg) ~ D F i ( q ) ( q  — g)|[ _ ||w(||ç — fylDII 
Iki - yII 
(3.17c) 
For the chosen e > 0, there exists a 6 > 0. so that < e whenever 
\\<1 - 4 
IIV - (/II < «''• 
Let F i ( q )  =  F i ( q )  for q  such that ||(y — f/|| < A. Using (3.17c) 
\ \ D F i ( q ) ( q  -  ry)|| 
IIy - yII 
and from (3.17a), 
< e (3.17cl) 
||DFi(0)((/-g)|| < (e + C'M)M-y||. (3.17e) 
As a result of (3.1G), we get 
f |g(.T) - q(.vf(Lv < 4||DFi(0)(g - ,y)||". 
. / [O.L]  -  .4 
Finally (3.17e), gives the following ; 
(l-4(e + C||fy||)'')( / \(m-q(:v)\''dx <0. (3.18) 
^[(1,1) - .1 
Hence, 
q ( . r )  = f/(.r) for .r € ([0.1] — .4). 
Therefore, the map F \  is one-one in iY/i(0). 
Case (ii) In this case we prove the theorem for i=2. 
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Here, we consider the case 
q (  : r )  = q { x )  a.e for x  €  A  
and 
F-ziq) = F-ziq) .where F2(q)(t) =  A ' , . , ( 1 , 0 +  H K , ( 1 J ) .  
As in the first case, for x E [0,1] — A we can write 
,i(T) - ,(.•) = _ gWd-.')-,!!-.,)) 
As in theorem 3.1(ii). DF2(0)q is a constant multiple of the odd part of the function. 
Therefore, we write 
q ( x )  -  q { x )  =  • j ^ - ^ ^ ( D F 2 ( 0 ) ( q  -  q ) ( x ) )  ,  h  ^  H .  
Now. using arguments similar to case 1, we get the desired result. In the following 
we extend this result for the case when /i = H. 
Consider the map F[ which takes the form 
F i i q K f )  =  K A l , t )  +  H K ( I J ) .  
For X G [0,1] — .4 we can write 
As in theorem 3.1 (2), D F \ ( 0 ) ( q )  approximates the even part of the function. Since. 
(] — q is the difference of even parts of q and q seperately, we can api)roxiniate 
((] — q){x) hy DF\(Q)q(x) for ;r € [0,1] — A. Now. using arguments similar to rase 
1, we get the desired result. 
Case (iii) In this case we prove the theorem for i=3. 
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111 this case we consider the map ivj which takes the form 
F:i(q) { t )  = 1/(1.f). 
For .1' G [0,1] — A we can write 
' / ( :» • )  -  qi -v )  = 2 Q ( : r )  +  q ( l - x )  _ ^ q ( x )  4- q ( l  -  x )  
2 2 
As ill theorem 3.1 (3), DF:i(0)q api)roximates the even part of the function. Now. 
using arguments similar to case 3. we get the desired result. • 
Next, we prove a uniqueness theorem to the inverse problem (1), stated at the 
l)eginning of this section. This uni<iueness result is a direct application of theorem 
3.4. For the simplicity of the statement of the next theorem, we define the following 
notation; 
Let {(Sj] be any of the following eigenvalue sequences; 
where q is sqwire integrahle on [0.1]. Let {(i/J ha the apectium of L defined by 3.10. 
Consider» .second opera toi-
( i )  the spectrum {Ajjjl 
(ii) the spectrum 
(Hi) the spectrum {//,) 
(3.19) 
Theorem 3.5. Let 
Lu — —y"  +  qy ,  
Ly  =  -y "  +qy  
where q E jL"[0. 1] nnd 
q ( . v )  =  q ( . v )  f o r  .c G A. 
Here the set A is defined as in theorem 3.3. Let he the spectrum of L 
corresponding to the homidiiry conditions as in {^j(^)}. If 
^ j i q )  =  à j ( q )  f o r  e v e r y  j  
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then 
q ( x )  =  q { . v )  o . e  o n  ( O A ) ,  
provided that q is sufficiently small. 
Proof. From 3.19. we know that the S2)ectrum {^j(î)} can take three different forms. 
Therefore, we divide the proof into three different cases. 
CHse(i) Here we consider the case when 6 j ( q )  = for every j. takes the 
following form: 
\ j { q )  = Àj(f]), for j = 1,2,... 
Therefore liy equation 3.4, we get 
L r ( l J \ q }  +  H L { l J \ q )  =  L ^ . { l J - , q )  +  H L { l J - , q ) .  
This together with equation 3.7a results in the following: 
Fi (q )  =  F i iq ) .  
So, we have reduced our original problem to the prolilem of injectivity of the map 
Fi given Ijy (3.7a). By theorem (3.4), we know that the map Fi is one-one over a 
neighborhood Av(0). Hence. 
q = q 
provided that q 6 iV^(O). This proves the uui(iueuess. 
In the other two cases, following similar arguments as above and applying theo­
rem 3.4 we can prove the desired result. • 
Note that .4 can be the set U^_y(^, When .4 = [0, ^], this result was 
1 l" 3 proved by Hochstadt and Lieljernmn [9]. When .4 = [0.--] U [-.7], this (question 
4 2 4 
was asked by Poschel and Trubowitz in their book. [22]. One should note that the 
set .4 can not be an arliitrary measurable set of measure -. In the following we argue 
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this point. Let .4 l^e the set -] and let {uj] be the Dirichlet spectrum. Given 
this data can one reconstruct q uniciuely on (0,1) ? The answer to this question is 
no. Consider a function q such that 
J q ( x )  =  q ( l  —  x )  for ;r E A  
\ ry(;r) q(l - x) for a- 6 [0,1] — .4. 
Let. q * ( x )  = <^(1 — .(•) . Using the symmetry of the Dirichlet spectrum, we know 
that Uj(q) = Uj(q*) for j = 1,2,.... Therefore, the two different functions q and 
q* which agree on the set have the same Dirichlet spectrum. So. one caimot 
reconstruct q uniquely in (0,1) from this data. 
We use the quasi-Newton method given by 3.8, to solve the non-linear equations 
of the form Fjiq) = (j for i=l,2.3. In the following, we restate these iterates : 
q» = 0 
(Iii+i = (111 - DF~\0){Fi{qn) - (/) fori = 1,2,3 
For the inverse problems discussed in theorems 3.1 and 3.3. this scheme is well 
defined. In chapter 4. we will discuss its convergence properties. 
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CHAPTER 4 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
4.1 A Numerical Method 
111 this chapter we will present the numerical results obtciinecl by using the algo­
rithm developed in chapter 3, for the following reconstruction proljlems: 
(1) Reconstruction of odd q  € 1(^(0,1) from a finite numlier of pieces of sjjectral 
data namely {Xj}f=i or 
(2) Reconstruction of even q  € £^(0,1) from a finite number of pieces of spectral 
data, namely ,, or 
and 
(3) Reconstruction of q  G £^(0,1) from a finite number of pieces of spectral data, 
n a m e l y  { / ' j j j l o  o r  { y / j } a n d  t h e  p a r t i a l  k n o w l e d g e  o f  q .  
Our reconstruction algorithm can be divided into the following three stei)s: 
1. Computation of the mean (/<) of q .  from the spectral data and modification 
of the data. 
2. Computation of the l)oundary data (£.^.(1,#) + (A"j.(l.f) + 
HK(U)) or (A',,-,(!./) + HKi(lJ.)) from eigenvalues. 
3. Computation of q  using : 
(fu = 0 
flv+i = q,, - DF~\0)(Fi(q„) - (j), 
where F/ is the forward map given Ijy 3. for i  — 1,2,3. 
As we described in chapter 3. we need an estimate for the mean value // = 
We can not claim anything about // from a finite number of eigenvalues. 
However, we notice that the smoother q is, the faster the se([uences {o/}, (/^/}, 
and {-)j} in (3.0a-c) will decay. Therefore, when q is well behaved, we expect that 
a good estimate for the value of /< can be obtained from the following estimates: 
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f-t. — A;v — (iV — — )^7r^ — 1H (4.0a) 
/ / .  =  /tyv -  -  2 ( h  +  H )  (4.01)) 
/( = — JV^TT^ (4.0c) 
111 piobleiii 1, it is clear that = 0. Once we obtain the estimate for /(. we 
modify the eigenvalues l)y subtracting fi from them. Therefore we will reconstruct 
q( X ) — // and add the mean back. 
From (3.4) we know that the boundary data (1,^.(1,f) + H L ( l , t ) )  or (A"a (L/) + 
HK(l.f)) satisfies the following integral equation : 
f  { L i . ( l . t )  +  H L ( l , t ) ) s m  y / X j t  ( I t  =  —  y ^ / X j  c i y s  y / X j ,  j  =  1 . . N  
J f = { )  
j  ( K r { l , t )  +  H K ( l , t ) ) c o s  y / X j t  ( I t  =  ^ / j l j  s m  f i j  -  ( h  +  H )  C O S  y / J T j ,  j  =  { ) . . N .  
Jt=o 
Let /(/) be the approi^riate combination of boundary data. Then / satisfies the 
integral equation. 
1  f ( t )  s i n  \ / X j t  ( I t  =  h j , j  =  l . . N  (4.1a) 
•I 1=0 
or 
I  f ( t )  c o s  , y j i j t  ( I t  =  d j .  j  =  0 , 1 .  . . . N .  (4.1b) 
Jt=t} 
111 ease f satisfies the iY equations given by (4.1a), we approximate f using N 
basis functions. Whenever f satisfies the (N + 1) equations given by (4.1b), we 
approximate / using (N + 1) basis functions. In each of these two cases we expand 
/  i n  t e r m s  o f  a  s e t  o f  b a s i s  f u n c t i o n s  d e n o t e d  b y  { < ' A ( ; J ' ) } i ~ i  " i '  { ' ' A ( f o r  
X 6 [0.1]. Hence, for / which satisfies (4.1a), we are looking for a function /(/) 
which takes the form: 
N 
f i t )  = Y ^ f \ k U k { f ) -  (4.2a) 
A-L 
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Whenever. / satisfies {4.2a), we need the function to be expressed as 
N 
f { i )  = Yllhi'kit)- (4.2b) 
A-=U 
Now, we compute the coefficient à := (o i, 0-2,n„ ) or /? := (M),/ii, .../V) from 
the system 
Acv' = J) (4.3a) 
or 
BfS = (i (4.3b) 
where b ;= h„) and A is the N x N matrix with entries 
Aji,. := / in.(t) sin \/\jt (It (4.4a) 
Jt=o 
or (1 := ((!{). di (IN) «md B is the (iV + 1) x (iV + 1) matrix with entries 
Bjk := [ Vk{t) cos ./JTjt (It. (4.4b) 
Jt=[i 
Next, we discuss some rules to i)ick the Ijasis or 
need these basis functions so that the matrix A (or B) is non-singular. Whenever 
these basis functions satisfy the boundary conditions satisfied by f(t). we oljserve 
better results. We discuss these in detail for the following cases. 
(i) When h = 00 and H Ç.M.. 
It follows from (3.3b) and// = 0 that Z(l, 0) = 0, £^.(1,0) = 0, 1(1.1) = 0. 
One can show that £j.(l,l) ^ 0 ( unless g(l) = (/(O)). Therefore, the basis 
{sin(A- — is suitable for the recovery of the boundary data Ij.(l,/) + 
H L l h t ) .  
In the following, we argue that the matrix .4 obtained by replacing iii,.(:v) = 
sin(/.' — ^)7rf in (4.4a) is non-singular. We know that {sin(A' — |)7r/}^, is complete 
and orthogonal in Z"(0,1). Consider the following secpience: 
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Al, A'2, A3, ..., A1 (.AT 4- ^ , ( N  +  ~ ) ^ ,  
If A/v < { N  +  ^ )^7r^. a theorem by Lcvinsou [11] guarantees that 
{sill \/Â7#}^i U (siu(/>; — is also complete in 1,^(0,1). Now consider 
the change of basis iiuvtrix E from {sin \/Âfc^}^=i U {sin(/i^ — | to {sin( A; — 
i Clearly. B has the following block format; 
^4 0^ 
B = 
where (a) the matrix .4 is given by, Ajh = sin ^/ÂJ/sinlÂ- — i)7r/ dt for 
j  = 1.. . .  iY and k  = 1 N 
(b) the matrix C is given by. Cjk = //_„ sin(,/ - ^ )7r#sin y/X^tdf for j = iV + 1.... 00 
a n d  / . •  =  1 , i V  
(c) the matrix I is the Ijlock identity form. Now B being a non singular matrix 
implies that .4 is non singular. In practice we ol^served that the matrix .4 is also 
well conditioned. 
(ii) When h < 00 and if 6 R. 
From (3.3a) we know that A'/(1.0) = A'(l,l) = h .  We also have that 
A',,.(1.0) / 0 and A",,(1.1) ^ 0. So »a(0 = cos(A' — ^)Kt is a suitable choice for 
n basis in this case to recover the Ixnindary data (A'j(l,/) + HK(l,f)). By nn 
argument similar to case (i). we obtain that {cos vAT'lii—u U {cos( A" — ^ )'r;i"}^^Y^| 
is complete in Z^(0,1) provided that Aa- < (iV + ^ )^ 7r^. By considering the change 
of Ijasis matrix from {cos U {cos(Â: — ^ )7r;r}^yy^j to {cos(Â-— ^ )7r;r}^„, 
ave see that the matrix .4 given by (4.41j) is non-singular. 
In case we need to recover the comljination ( A\.,( 1./) +ifA'^(l,f)). we make use 
the fact that this conil)ination is the time derivative of the combination discussed 
before. The lioundary data (A,.,( 1./) + HKt{lJ)) obtained this way is accurate 
enough for our comi)utations. 
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Next, we discuss the computation of the forward map. From chapter 3. we 
know that, in order to compute the forward map, one needs to compute a certain 
c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  q u a n t i t i e s  f r o m  o r  H e r e ,  v ( : r . t )  
solves the boundarj* vahie problem of the wave equation given by: 
- I'rj- + qv = Q (4.5a) 
=  / ?  +  i  /  q ( y )  d y  (4.5b) 
- Jo 
or 
I'/f - ''a-j- + qv = 0 (4.Ga) 
r(;C.±;r) = ±- / q ( y ) d y .  (4.Gb) 
In order to compute a discrete approximation to v ( x , t ) ,  we represent v  by its value 
a t  g r i d  p o i n t s  ( ; r , f )  =  ( i A x . j A t ) ,  j  =  — i  J .  L e t  =  i ' ( f ' A ; r .  J A / ) .  
do /' = 0. N 
'' ' ' '  =  / '  +  i  f y = u ' A y )  ( h -
v'--' = /, + f j";^;'5(y) r/y. 
continue 
do / = 0. ( A' — 1 ) 
^  ^ A t q ( i )  
continue 
do i = 2. N 
do ,/ = l.( / - 1) 
+ Ax'^q(i) 
continue 
continue 
do j = 0, (i\' — 1 ) 
l'r(i) = 
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r ( N J )  -  v ( N - l . j )  
A x  
continue 
v A N ) = 1) - V A N - 2 )  
lo i = 0, ( d A^-1) 
l'r(./ + l) - l'x{i - 1) 
2At 
continue 
= 2i'j.f(iV — 1) — — 2) 
end. 
4.2 Convergence of the Numerical Method 
Next, we discuss the convergence properties of the algorithm developed in this 
chapter. Let us recall that the quasi-Newton iterates are given by: 
q o  = 0 
<Iu+i = <ln - I>F~'(0)(F,(ry„)-(/) for ? = 1,2,3. (4.7) 
For the inverse prol^lenis discussed in theorems 3.1 and 3.3, this scheme is well 
defined. Next, we discuss its convergence properties. 
Theorem 4.1. Iix encli of theorem (3.1) and theorem (3.2) the qua.ti-Newtoii iter­
ates are convergent to the sohition and its rate of convergence is hnear. 
Proof.. Proof of the convergence of the iterates to the solution is in the virtue of the 
proof of the Inverse function theorem. Next, we prove that the ra te of c(jnvergence of 
the iteration scheme given l)y (4.7) is linear. ^\'e know that the iterates converges 
to the solution q of Fi{q) = fj. Let e„ = q„ — q. From (4.7) we get 
e „ + ,  =  D F - ' ( Q ) D F i ( ( ) ) e „ - ( F i ( q „ ) - y )  (4.8) 
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Using the clifFercutiabiUty of F, Ave get 
F i { q v ) - ( J  =  D F i { q „ ) e „  -  (4.9) 
Equations (4.8) and (4.9) together gives us 
l|(„+ill < ||Df-'(0)||{||Df,(0)-Df,(,„||| + (4.10, ||G|||| 
From theorems (2.5) and (2.11) there exist a constant C'](||ç„||) siicli that 
| |(DFi(5„) - Df^(,u))(e„)|| < Ci(||,/„||)||5„||||£„|| (4.11) 
Moreover, 
II l|(/" II ) = 0-
IknII—0 
By the definition of the Frechet cUfferentiability, for 1 > e > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 
so that 
< e whenever ||e„|| < 6. (4.12) 
I p n l l  
Using (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12) 
lk„+il| < ||,,,||||DF,(n)-'||(||C'i(|W„||)||9„|| + f) (4.13) 
Let. 
C2(f>) = max ||I>F-^(0)|||Ci(||(/,,||)||(/,,|| +f| 
IIV" lls^ 
Here we note that hm/i_o ^'2(6) = e. So, we pick 6 such that €'2(6) < 1. Hence 
there exists ô > 0 such that 
lk„+i|| < C2(^)||r„|| with ^2(6) < 1. 
If ||f/|| < /), then the quasi-Newton iterates {(/„} satisfy the inef^uality ||(/„ — (/|| < h, 
according with the inequahty 
lk„+.|| <C,(^)||e,.||. 
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This proves that the quasi-Newtou iteration scheme given by (4.7) converges hnearly 
to the sokition q .  
• 
4.3 Examples 
In this section, we will display several numerical examples obtained by using the 
reconstruction algorithm described in the previous section. For each of these exam­
ples. we obtain eigenvalues by solving the forward problem using the FORTRAN 
software package SLEIGN [3]. 
We illustrate our computational results by reconstructing six functions q i ( - v ) .  
cy:j(;i-), qiix). qrA-i') and </(j(;r) shown in the Figures 4.1 - 4.0 respectively. 
Note that qi represents a smooth even function, qi represents an even function 
with jump discontinuities. Q3 represents an odd function with a discontinuous first 
derivative, q^ represents an odd function with jump discontinuities, (/s represents 
a smooth fimction and represents a function with jump discontinuities. Figures 
4.7 - 4.12 correspond to the reconstructions of these functions from a eigenvalue 
sequence of (1.1) with the boundary condition (1.2). In the following we list the 
parameters h and H which correspond to the each of the eigenvalue sequence, 
the number of eigenvalues {N) and the munber of iterations (A'). In Figure 4.7 
/( =0. H = 0.5. N = 4. A" = 3. in Figure 4.8 h = 0.5. H = O.S. N = 20. A = 10, 
in Figure 4.9 h = 0. H — 2.0, N = 15, A = 10, in Figure 4.10 /Î  = 0.5, H — 
4.0, iV = 20. A' = 10. in Figure 4.11 Ji = 0.1, H = 0.0, N = 7, K = 5 and in 
Figure 4.12 /) = 0. H = 0.5, N = 20, K = 15. 
Note that the Figures 4.13 and 4.14 correspond to the reconstruction of n huge 
even function from the eigenvalue sequence of (1.1) with respect to the Ijoimdary 
condition (1.2) with h = 0. H = 0.9, N = 5, K = 10 and to the reconstruction 
of a large odd function from the eigenvalue sequence of (1.1) with respect to the 
boundary condition (1.2) with h = 1.0 , H = 5.0, N = 15, K = 15 respectively. 
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Figure 4.2 q-iix). 
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Figure 4.4 q4(x). 
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Figure 4.7 Reconstruction of qi(x) 
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Figure 4.8 Reconstruction of q2(x) 
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Figure 4.9 Reconstruction of q.slx). 
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Figure 4.10 Reco!\striictioa of q.i(x) 
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Figure 4.11 Reconstruction of q5(x) 
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Figure 4.12 Reconstruction of qG(x). 
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Figure 4.13 Reconstruction of a large even function. 
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Figure 4.14 Reconstruction of a large odd function 
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CHAPTER 5 
GENERAL TWO SPECTRUM PROBLEM 
5.1 A Reconstruction Method for the Two Spectrum Case 
In this chapter we study the following inverse spectral problem. Let be 
the eigenvalues of the differential equation 
-y" + <M')y = Ay (5.1) 
with the l)oundary conditions 
u ' { 0 ) - h y ( 0 )  =  y ' ( l )  +  H y ( l ) .  (5.2) 
Let l)e the eigenvalues of the differential equation (5.1) with the l)oundary 
conditions 
y ' ( 0 ) - h i j ( 0 )  =  y ' ( l )  +  H i j ( l ) .  (5.3) 
Here we assume that /). /?, H, iï G K. 
We assume that the potential function q { . r )  G Z^(0.1) and investigate the (ques­
tion of reconstructing q from the eigenvalue sequences and From 
3.0b it is clear that we may ol)tain (/( .!/)f/.'y from either sequence. If // = 
,/y'_„ (/(.(/)'"'.</ then we replace A„ Ijy A„ — // and À„ by À„ — //. Now we compute 
the corresponding solution to the inverse problem with the modified eigenvalue 
se(|uences. From the asymptotic forms 3.0a-b, the corresponding solution of the 
inverse proljlcm has mean zero. So, as in chapter 3 without loss of generality 
!l^^,<l{y)(hJ = 0. 
Since h G R we know from chapter 3 that the jth eigenfunction of the Sturm-
Liouville problem (5.1) and (5.2) is of the form 
i / 2 ( ; » ' , A j )  =  c o s  y / X j . r  +  /  K { x , f ) c o s \ / ^ f d t  (5.4) 
./,i/=0 
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where K{x , t )  satisfies the characteristic Ijouiidary vahie problem 
Kit - Kxx + q(-r)K = 0, 0 < |/| < ;(• < 1 (5.5a) 
A'(;i',±;r) = h +  ^  f  q {y )dy ,  0 < ;i-< 1. (5.5b) 
-  Jo  
Since /? G K the jth eigenfitnctioii of the Stiirm-Liouville proljleni (5.1) and (5.3) 
is given by 
r— rr __ p— 
) = cos Y + / K{x , t )  COS y  Xj t ( I t  (5.G) 
J a  
where K{x . t )  satisfies the characteristic Ijoundary value i)roblem 
Ki t  -  A'j j .  +  q( -v )K  = 0, 0 < |/| < ;i' < 1 (5.7a) 
1 h(x .±x)  =  h  +  -  J  q(y }d i j ,0  <  X <1 .  (5.7b) 
Now. the jth eigenfmictions and y2(-i''Xj) should satisfy the Ixmndary 
condition at ;r = 1. So. we get 
/  (KrC^- t )  +  HK(1J) )cos  y /X j td t  =  ^ / X j  sm \ / X j  — (H +  h)cos  \/\~j (5.Sa) 
J o  
J (A'a(l.f ) + iï/v(l,f))cos smy j^ — (H +  h)cos  (5.8b) 
Using the coiupletrness property of cos \/\ji and cos given by lemma 3.1 wo 
can recover the boundary data {A'a(l./) + HK(IJ) }  and {A'j.(l,<) + ^A'(l./)} 
uniquely. 
Next, we form the inverse spectral problem as a time dcjuiain problem. For a 
given q 6 i^(0.1) we define 
r F|((/)(f) = N,.(!./) + ^(,(l,f) 
I  F 2 ( q ) ( t )  =  +  H v ( l J )  
where u(x . f ;q ) ,  i ' (xJ:q )  satisfy 
t i f f  -  " j x  + q (x) u  = 0. 0 < |/| < X  <  1 (5.10a) 
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1 r  
u(;j;,±;r) = l i  +  -  / q i y ) d y  , 0  <  X  <  1 .  (5.10b) 
-  J o  
and 
- I'xr + q{ x ) v  = 0, 0 < |/| < X  < 1 (5.11a) 
1 
v { x , ± x )  = h + -  / fy(y)f/{/, 0 < ;r < 1 (5.11b) 
J o  
respectively. 
Now we introduce the following notation 
We know that the solution q of the inverse spectral pr<.)bleni satisfy 
F i { q ) { t )  =  K A l , t )  +  H K ( l , t )  (5.13a) 
and 
F 2 ( q ) ( t )  =  K A U )  +  H K ( h t ) .  (5.13b) 
Hence the solution q of the inverse spectral problem satisfies the non-linear system 
given by 
Theorem 5.1. The map F given by (5.12) is a locally Lipschitz map: 
F :  r ^ ( 0 , l )  L ^ ( - h l )  X  X ^ ( - l , l ) .  
Moreover F is Frechet clifFereiitiahle in L^(Q, 1) ami the Frechet derivative DF is a 
locally Lipscitz map: 
D F i L ' H O . l )  X 1^(0,1) —^ X I'^(-1,1). 
Proof. Proof is clear from the corollary 2.1 and the theorem 2.C. • 
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We lise the following qiiasi-Ncwtoii method to solve the system of iioii-liiiectr 
equations given by 5.15: 
ço = 0 (S.lGa) 
=  q u  -  D F - H O ) { F ( q „ ) - g ) ,  (5.101)) 
where 
In order to apply the quasi-Newton method given by 5.1G(a-b), we need to know 
t h e  i n v e r t i b i l i t y  o f  t h e  m a p  D F { 0 ) .  
Lemma 5.1. Let F he the function defined by (5.12). Then the inverse of the 
ope r a t o r  D F ( 0 )  e x i s t s  f r o m  L - (  — 1 , 1 )  t o  L ^ ( 0 , 1 )  p r o v i d e d  t h a t  ( l i  —  H )  ^  ( h  —  H ) .  
Proof. If DF(0)qi(f) = D F { 0 ) q 2 ( f )  for (.)•), q ^ i - v )  G Z'-(0,1) then 
DFi(0)gi(f) = DFi(0)q2{t) (5.17a) 
and 
DF2( 0 ) q i ( f )  =  DF2( 0 )q2( t ) .  (5.17b) 
From (3.9b) we know that 
D F \ ( 0 ) q i ( t )  =  - q i ^ i — - — ) + H } i  f  ( l + t  —  2 y ) q i ^ ( i j ) d y + ( h — H )  /  q i „ { u ) ( ^ ! J  
2 2 
and 
D F 2 ( 0 ) q [ ( t )  =  - q \ ( { — — ) + H h  f  ( l + t — 2 y ) q i f ( i j ) ( U j + { h — H )  f  (/i„(.!/)''i/ 
J;i=^ J >1=^ 
where f/ig(.i), (/io(;i") denotes the even and the odd parts of the function q \ ( . v )  
respectively. By taking q{.v) — q\(x) — (/)() we can rewrite (5.17a) and (5.17b) as 
7 ; q A — ^ )  +  H h  f  ( 1  +  t  -  2 ! j ) q c ( y ) c h j  +  { } i  -  H )  f  q o { y ) < h j  =  0 (5.18a) 
.Jij=i^ 7.1/="4  ^
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and 
+  /  ( l + t - 2 i j ) q e { y ) d ! j +  { h - H )  f  q o i l M i )  =  0 (5.18b) 
By sul)tract.ing (5.181)) from (5.18a) we get 
( H h  —  H h )  j  { 1  +  t  —  2 i . j ) q ( . ( y ) d f j  +  ( ( h  —  H )  —  [ h  —  H ) )  /  q o ( y ) d y  = 0 
Since [ h  —  H )  ^  ( h  —  H ) ,  differentiating the above equation with respect to t  results 
qo( ) = 0 for every t E [0,1]. 
Hence. 
Vo(;i') = 0 
for ;!• € [^, 1]. Substituting this back into the equation (5.18a) we get 
+  H h  f  [ 1 + t - 2 y ) q c ( y ) d y  =  O J o r O < / < l .  
The solution to this integral ecjuation is qd-v) — 0 for ;r G 1]. Therefore 
DF(0)qi = DF(0)q2 implies that qi = q2. So, DF~^{0) exists and this proves the 
lennna. • 
Here we note that if we are given the two spectrums correspond to the boundary 
conditions h = oo.H = 0 and h = H then we can prove that DF~^(Q) is not only 
exists but also bounded. In this case we have a uniqueness theorem similar to the 
cases in chai)ter 3 for sufficiently small potentials. 
Next we describe our reconstruction algorithm: 
1. Computation of mean // using spectral data and modify the spectral data. 
2. Computation of the boimdary data (Kj^.{U) + HK(IJ)) and (A'j.(l.^) + 
HK{1J)) from the spectral data. 
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3. Computation of q using 5.15a-b. 
Instead of computing q  here we compute its even ( q ^  ) and odd (ço) parts. Let us 
introduce the following notation: 
Now the quasi-Newton method given by 5.16a-l? take the following form: 
Î0 = 0 
^,+1 = q„-DF-'(0){F(q„)-ij). 
In order to compute D F ~ ^  ( 0 ) ( F ( q „  ) — y )  we do the following: 
If 
6q„ = DF-'mF(qn)-g) 
then 
D F ( 0 ) 6 q „  =  { F { q „ ) - ( j ) .  
Let dq = , . 
V 
Now the system given by 
/  D F i ( 0 ) \  (  à q „ A  _  (  d ( j i ( t ) \  \DF2H)) J J yilfMf) J 
is equivalent to the following system of integral equations: 
— g — ) + H i h \  f  ( 1 + ^ — 2 ( / ) é f y „ j , ( y ) c / , ( / + ( / » i — / f ]  )  /  ^ q n o i y ) f h j  —  
and 
—;;—)+H>h2 f (1+^—2,i/)é(/„p((/)(/</+(/i2—iï'2) [ àq„„(ij)(hj = ^</2(0 
B v  s o l v i n g  t h i s  s v s t e m  f o r  (  )  w e  c o m p u t e  t h e  D F ~ ^  ( 0 ) ( F ( q „  )  —  g ) .  
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5.2 Examples 
111 this section, we will displivy two minierical examples obtained by using the 
reconstruction algorithm described in the previous section. As in chapter 4, we 
obtain eigenvalues l)y solving the forward problem using the FORTRAN software 
package SLEIGN [3]. 
We illustrate our computational result by reconstructing two functions q i ( x )  and 
shown in the Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Note that qi represents a function with a 
discontinuous first derivative and qz represents a function with a jump discontinuity. 
Let N. N be the numl^er of eigenvalues from the first and the second sequence 
respectively. The numljer of iterations is denoted Ijy A". In Figure 5.3 we illustrate 
the reconstruction of qiix) from the eigenvalue sequences of (1.1) with respect to 
the 1)oundary conditions (1.2) with h = 1.0, H — 0.5, N = 7 and h = 0.75, jff = 
1.25. A' = 7. K = 5. Ill Figure 5.4 we illustrate the reconstruction of qzi'^') from 
the eigenvalue seciuences of (1.1) with respect to the boundary conditions (1.2) with 
/? = 1.0. H = 0.4, N = 15 and h = —0.5. H = 0.9, N = 15, K = 15. In Figure 
5.5 we illustrate the reconstruction of 
, , / 4.30 for a- < 
I Tub < ^ 1 
from the eigenvalue sequences of (1.1) with res^^ect to the boundary conditions (1.2) 
with /) = 1.5. H = 1.0, A^ = 15 and h = 0.75, Jï = 1.25, À" = 15, A" = 15. 
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1 O St M .e 
Figure 5.1 qi(x) 
.S 1 
.a 
Figure 5.2 q2(x) 
1 
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O .2 .44 .O .a 
Figure 5.3 Reconstruction of qi(x) 
1 
O .2 .4 .O .a 
Figure 5.4 Reconstruction of q2(x) 
1 
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Figure 5.5 Reconstruction of q3(x) 
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